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✦  In 2001 Policastro-Son-Starinets computed hydrodynamic transports of strongly interacting gauge theory fluid in 
AdS/CFT set-up.

✦ The results was in good agreement with QGP produced in RHIC. 

✦ QGP produced in RHIC behaves as near perfect fluid with very small shear viscosity coefficients and this QGP matter 
produced in RHIC is in strongly coupled region (conclusion from an observation called elliptic flow).

✦ Usual perturbative approach fails to calculate transport at strong coupling. AdS/CFT seems to handle the problem.

✦ Other transport coefficients - can also be calculated using the AdS/CFT.
✦ In 2008, a German group and an Indian group independently predicted (Holographic calculations) a new term with 

a new parity-odd transport coefficients in U(1) current of a charged fluid which were not considered previously in 
literature.

✦ Later it was shown by Son and Surowka that the new term is not allowed by symmetry but also needed for 
conservation of second law of thermodynamics locally.
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❖ The description is also called a duality because when the field theory is strongly coupled the 
gravity theory is weakly coupled and vice versa. 

The AdS/CFT correspondence seems to be a powerful tool to deal with these strongly coupled (conformal) field theory. 
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When the CFT is in large ‘t Hooft coupling and large N limit the corresponding bulk theory 
is classical z: → 0. Dominant contribution to the partition function comes from classical path. 
Therefore, in  z: → 0 limit Free energy is given by 
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There are other techniques to find transport coefficients holographically [Minwalla and company, 
2006]. Locally boosted black brane metric method.  
 
KSS Bound  
 

• KSS (Kovtun, Son and Starinets) speculated that the ratio η/s has a lower bound 
(Phys.Rev.Lett. 94 (2005) 11160) 
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for all relativistic quantum field theories at finite temperature and zero chemical potential. 
The inequality is saturated by theories with gravity duals.  
 

• There are several pieces of evidence supporting this conjecture. The first one is based on the 
Heisenberg uncertainty principle and kinetic theory. The viscosity is proportional to the 
energy density ε and the mean free time τ. On the other hand the entropy density is 
proportional to the number density n. Therefore η/s � ετ/n � Eτ where E is the average particle 
energy. Thus, from the Heisenberg principle for time-energy, we obtain the bound modulo the 
numerical constant. Another important hint to establish the bound comes from the 
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Gravity (or string theory) lives in AdS space. The 8/9: space can be thought of as a five 
dimensional ball. The ball has a boundary at 1	 → ∞. The boundary coordinates are (t, x, 
y, z) with an induced metric /"( = 	 1((−/3( + /4( + /5( + /6(). The field theory is 
living on the boundary of this AdS space. 
 

(ii) The CFT : Conformal field theory. A field theory with conformal symmetry. Conformal 
transformations are set of transformations under which flat metric remains flat up to a 
conformal factor. Translations (4), rotations (3) and boosts (3) are part of conformal 
transformations (subgroup). In addition conformal transformations consists of scaling (1) 
and special conformal transformations (4). Total 15 transformations. 15 generators. 
Conformal group in (3+1) dimensions is SO(4,2). Isometry group of 8/9: is also SO(4,2). 
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decouple. Therefore, we are only left with classical supergravity (massless excitations). 
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proposed that the boundary values of supergravity fields acts as a source to the 
corresponding operator in the field theory side. To be more explicit, let us dene the string 
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where RS′" are different string theory fields. Since AdS is a space with a boundary, we 
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There are other techniques to find transport coefficients holographically [Minwalla and company, 
2006]. Locally boosted black brane metric method.  
 
KSS Bound  
 

• KSS (Kovtun, Son and Starinets) speculated that the ratio η/s has a lower bound 
(Phys.Rev.Lett. 94 (2005) 11160) 
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for all relativistic quantum field theories at finite temperature and zero chemical potential. 
The inequality is saturated by theories with gravity duals.  
 

• There are several pieces of evidence supporting this conjecture. The first one is based on the 
Heisenberg uncertainty principle and kinetic theory. The viscosity is proportional to the 
energy density ε and the mean free time τ. On the other hand the entropy density is 
proportional to the number density n. Therefore η/s � ετ/n � Eτ where E is the average particle 
energy. Thus, from the Heisenberg principle for time-energy, we obtain the bound modulo the 
numerical constant. Another important hint to establish the bound comes from the 
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II. Other transports : 
 
Not just shear viscosity coefficient, other transport coefficients can also be calculated using 
the AdS/CFT. There are few interesting transports like chiral magnetic conductivity and other 
parity odd transports are also interesting in the context of QGP and can also be computed in 
AdS/CFT set up. We shall discuss about those. There are parity-odd transports  

 
 

III.  Jet quenching. 
 
 

IV.  Thermalization. 
........... 
 
 
The holography : 
 
The idea of holography was proposed by ‘t Hooft and Susskind. Usually, entropy of thermodynamic 
objects depends on the volume of the system. If we think entropy is related to number of microstates, 
then for any usual thermodynamic object  information is encoded in the volume of the system. Black 
holes are thermodynamic objects. They have temperature, energy, entropy and all these macroscopic 
variables satisfy 1st and 2nd laws of thermodynamics. However, black hole entropy, unlike usual 
thermodynamic objects, proportional to area of event horizon, a lower dimensional hypersurface. 
Therefore, it was expected that black holes can have an equivalent description in terms of a lower 
dimensional theory – holography !! 
 
The first concrete example of holography was given by string theory : the AdS/CFT correspondence 
by J. Maldacena in 1997. 
 
 
The AdS/CFT correspondence : Without going into details of string theory let me explain the 
correspondence as an working principle. 
 

• A gravity theory (in general string theory) in (d+1) dimensional AdS space is dual to 
a conformal field theory (CFT) in (d-1, 1) dimensions. 

 
Why is this correspondence so important in the context of strongly coupled QGP ? 
 
The description is also called a duality because when the field theory is strongly coupled the gravity 
theory is weakly coupled and vice versa. These boundary theories are quantum field theories of a 
particular kind. They pertain to strongly coupled systems which are difficult if not impossible to study 
perturbatively. The AdS/CFT correspondence seems to be a powerful tool to deal with these strongly 
coupled (conformal) field theory. Since our main target is to understand the properties of strongly 
coupled plasma produced at RHIC, let us first understand how such field theory can be dealt with via 
weak gravity computations. 
 
 
Little more details : The correspondence has two parts : AdS and CFT.  
 

(i) The AdS Space : Solution of Einstein’s equations with a negative cosmological constant : 
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Gravity (or string theory) lives in AdS space. The 8/9: space can be thought of as a five 
dimensional ball. The ball has a boundary at 1	 → ∞. The boundary coordinates are (t, x, 
y, z) with an induced metric /"( = 	 1((−/3( + /4( + /5( + /6(). The field theory is 
living on the boundary of this AdS space. 
 

(ii) The CFT : Conformal field theory. A field theory with conformal symmetry. Conformal 
transformations are set of transformations under which flat metric remains flat up to a 
conformal factor. Translations (4), rotations (3) and boosts (3) are part of conformal 
transformations (subgroup). In addition conformal transformations consists of scaling (1) 
and special conformal transformations (4). Total 15 transformations. 15 generators. 
Conformal group in (3+1) dimensions is SO(4,2). Isometry group of 8/9: is also SO(4,2). 

 
(iii) Coupling constants and the dictionary : Both string theory (or gravity) and quantum field 

theory come with coupling constant. In field theory side the coupling constant is the ‘t 
Hooft coupling ? = *@A

( BC. On the other hand, in string theory side a natural coupling is 
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(strongly coupled field theory) D′ is very small. Classical gravity in AdS space (not full 
string theory). Massive states of string theory have masses inversely proportional to 
different powers of D′. Thus, in D′ → 0 limit all the massive states are infinitely heavy and 
decouple. Therefore, we are only left with classical supergravity (massless excitations). 

 
(iv) Field-Operator mapping (Witten 1997) :   Another important machinery in the AdS/CFT 

correspondence is the mapping between bulk fields and boundary operators. Witten 
proposed that the boundary values of supergravity fields acts as a source to the 
corresponding operator in the field theory side. To be more explicit, let us dene the string 
theory partition function as,  

	

QG = /RS	exp	[−9[RS]]
S

 

where RS′" are different string theory fields. Since AdS is a space with a boundary, we 
need to specify the boundary values for these fields to compute the partition function. Let 
us denote the boundary value of the field RS 	→ 	RSY. Therefore, the partition function is, 
in general a function of the boundary values RSY	of the fields QG[RSY]. On the other hand, 
CFT partition function is given by QZ[\[]SY], where ]S′" are source for CFT operators Ŝ. 
Witten conjectured that there is a one to one correspondence between boundary operators 
and bulk fields and boundary values of these bulk fields act as source for the corresponding 
boundary operators and two partition functions are same with RSY = ]S. Therefore, any 
CFT correlators can be computed in the string theory or bulk set up and then the final 
result can be mapped to CFT side, using the dictionary. For example, if we want to 
compute correlation function of boundary stress tensor _̀ a then the corresponding bulk 
field is metric *`a. We need to first calculate the bulk partition function (string 
theory/gravity partition function). Then following above conjecture we can find the n-
point correlation function of boundary operators by taking functional derivative of the 
bulk partition function with respect to the boundary values of the corresponding bulk 
fields. We shall use these in the context of shear viscosity computation. 
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y, z) with an induced metric /"( = 	 1((−/3( + /4( + /5( + /6(). The field theory is 
living on the boundary of this AdS space. 
 

(ii) The CFT : Conformal field theory. A field theory with conformal symmetry. Conformal 
transformations are set of transformations under which flat metric remains flat up to a 
conformal factor. Translations (4), rotations (3) and boosts (3) are part of conformal 
transformations (subgroup). In addition conformal transformations consists of scaling (1) 
and special conformal transformations (4). Total 15 transformations. 15 generators. 
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(strongly coupled field theory) D′ is very small. Classical gravity in AdS space (not full 
string theory). Massive states of string theory have masses inversely proportional to 
different powers of D′. Thus, in D′ → 0 limit all the massive states are infinitely heavy and 
decouple. Therefore, we are only left with classical supergravity (massless excitations). 

 
(iv) Field-Operator mapping (Witten 1997) :   Another important machinery in the AdS/CFT 

correspondence is the mapping between bulk fields and boundary operators. Witten 
proposed that the boundary values of supergravity fields acts as a source to the 
corresponding operator in the field theory side. To be more explicit, let us dene the string 
theory partition function as,  

	

QG = /RS	exp	[−9[RS]]
S

 

where RS′" are different string theory fields. Since AdS is a space with a boundary, we 
need to specify the boundary values for these fields to compute the partition function. Let 
us denote the boundary value of the field RS 	→ 	RSY. Therefore, the partition function is, 
in general a function of the boundary values RSY	of the fields QG[RSY]. On the other hand, 
CFT partition function is given by QZ[\[]SY], where ]S′" are source for CFT operators Ŝ. 
Witten conjectured that there is a one to one correspondence between boundary operators 
and bulk fields and boundary values of these bulk fields act as source for the corresponding 
boundary operators and two partition functions are same with RSY = ]S. Therefore, any 
CFT correlators can be computed in the string theory or bulk set up and then the final 
result can be mapped to CFT side, using the dictionary. For example, if we want to 
compute correlation function of boundary stress tensor _̀ a then the corresponding bulk 
field is metric *`a. We need to first calculate the bulk partition function (string 
theory/gravity partition function). Then following above conjecture we can find the n-
point correlation function of boundary operators by taking functional derivative of the 
bulk partition function with respect to the boundary values of the corresponding bulk 
fields. We shall use these in the context of shear viscosity computation. 
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When the CFT is in large ‘t Hooft coupling and large N limit the corresponding bulk theory 
is classical z: → 0. Dominant contribution to the partition function comes from classical path. 
Therefore, in  z: → 0 limit Free energy is given by 
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There are other techniques to find transport coefficients holographically [Minwalla and company, 
2006]. Locally boosted black brane metric method.  
 
KSS Bound  
 

• KSS (Kovtun, Son and Starinets) speculated that the ratio η/s has a lower bound 
(Phys.Rev.Lett. 94 (2005) 11160) 
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for all relativistic quantum field theories at finite temperature and zero chemical potential. 
The inequality is saturated by theories with gravity duals.  
 

• There are several pieces of evidence supporting this conjecture. The first one is based on the 
Heisenberg uncertainty principle and kinetic theory. The viscosity is proportional to the 
energy density ε and the mean free time τ. On the other hand the entropy density is 
proportional to the number density n. Therefore η/s � ετ/n � Eτ where E is the average particle 
energy. Thus, from the Heisenberg principle for time-energy, we obtain the bound modulo the 
numerical constant. Another important hint to establish the bound comes from the 
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II. Other transports : 
 
Not just shear viscosity coefficient, other transport coefficients can also be calculated using 
the AdS/CFT. There are few interesting transports like chiral magnetic conductivity and other 
parity odd transports are also interesting in the context of QGP and can also be computed in 
AdS/CFT set up. We shall discuss about those. There are parity-odd transports  

 
 

III.  Jet quenching. 
 
 

IV.  Thermalization. 
........... 
 
 
The holography : 
 
The idea of holography was proposed by ‘t Hooft and Susskind. Usually, entropy of thermodynamic 
objects depends on the volume of the system. If we think entropy is related to number of microstates, 
then for any usual thermodynamic object  information is encoded in the volume of the system. Black 
holes are thermodynamic objects. They have temperature, energy, entropy and all these macroscopic 
variables satisfy 1st and 2nd laws of thermodynamics. However, black hole entropy, unlike usual 
thermodynamic objects, proportional to area of event horizon, a lower dimensional hypersurface. 
Therefore, it was expected that black holes can have an equivalent description in terms of a lower 
dimensional theory – holography !! 
 
The first concrete example of holography was given by string theory : the AdS/CFT correspondence 
by J. Maldacena in 1997. 
 
 
The AdS/CFT correspondence : Without going into details of string theory let me explain the 
correspondence as an working principle. 
 

• A gravity theory (in general string theory) in (d+1) dimensional AdS space is dual to 
a conformal field theory (CFT) in (d-1, 1) dimensions. 

 
Why is this correspondence so important in the context of strongly coupled QGP ? 
 
The description is also called a duality because when the field theory is strongly coupled the gravity 
theory is weakly coupled and vice versa. These boundary theories are quantum field theories of a 
particular kind. They pertain to strongly coupled systems which are difficult if not impossible to study 
perturbatively. The AdS/CFT correspondence seems to be a powerful tool to deal with these strongly 
coupled (conformal) field theory. Since our main target is to understand the properties of strongly 
coupled plasma produced at RHIC, let us first understand how such field theory can be dealt with via 
weak gravity computations. 
 
 
Little more details : The correspondence has two parts : AdS and CFT.  
 

(i) The AdS Space : Solution of Einstein’s equations with a negative cosmological constant : 
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Gravity (or string theory) lives in AdS space. The 8/9: space can be thought of as a five 
dimensional ball. The ball has a boundary at 1	 → ∞. The boundary coordinates are (t, x, 
y, z) with an induced metric /"( = 	 1((−/3( + /4( + /5( + /6(). The field theory is 
living on the boundary of this AdS space. 
 

(ii) The CFT : Conformal field theory. A field theory with conformal symmetry. Conformal 
transformations are set of transformations under which flat metric remains flat up to a 
conformal factor. Translations (4), rotations (3) and boosts (3) are part of conformal 
transformations (subgroup). In addition conformal transformations consists of scaling (1) 
and special conformal transformations (4). Total 15 transformations. 15 generators. 
Conformal group in (3+1) dimensions is SO(4,2). Isometry group of 8/9: is also SO(4,2). 

 
(iii) Coupling constants and the dictionary : Both string theory (or gravity) and quantum field 

theory come with coupling constant. In field theory side the coupling constant is the ‘t 
Hooft coupling ? = *@A

( BC. On the other hand, in string theory side a natural coupling is 
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(. When ? is very large 
(strongly coupled field theory) D′ is very small. Classical gravity in AdS space (not full 
string theory). Massive states of string theory have masses inversely proportional to 
different powers of D′. Thus, in D′ → 0 limit all the massive states are infinitely heavy and 
decouple. Therefore, we are only left with classical supergravity (massless excitations). 

 
(iv) Field-Operator mapping (Witten 1997) :   Another important machinery in the AdS/CFT 

correspondence is the mapping between bulk fields and boundary operators. Witten 
proposed that the boundary values of supergravity fields acts as a source to the 
corresponding operator in the field theory side. To be more explicit, let us dene the string 
theory partition function as,  

	

QG = /RS	exp	[−9[RS]]
S

 

where RS′" are different string theory fields. Since AdS is a space with a boundary, we 
need to specify the boundary values for these fields to compute the partition function. Let 
us denote the boundary value of the field RS 	→ 	RSY. Therefore, the partition function is, 
in general a function of the boundary values RSY	of the fields QG[RSY]. On the other hand, 
CFT partition function is given by QZ[\[]SY], where ]S′" are source for CFT operators Ŝ. 
Witten conjectured that there is a one to one correspondence between boundary operators 
and bulk fields and boundary values of these bulk fields act as source for the corresponding 
boundary operators and two partition functions are same with RSY = ]S. Therefore, any 
CFT correlators can be computed in the string theory or bulk set up and then the final 
result can be mapped to CFT side, using the dictionary. For example, if we want to 
compute correlation function of boundary stress tensor _̀ a then the corresponding bulk 
field is metric *`a. We need to first calculate the bulk partition function (string 
theory/gravity partition function). Then following above conjecture we can find the n-
point correlation function of boundary operators by taking functional derivative of the 
bulk partition function with respect to the boundary values of the corresponding bulk 
fields. We shall use these in the context of shear viscosity computation. 
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y, z) with an induced metric /"( = 	 1((−/3( + /4( + /5( + /6(). The field theory is 
living on the boundary of this AdS space. 
 

(ii) The CFT : Conformal field theory. A field theory with conformal symmetry. Conformal 
transformations are set of transformations under which flat metric remains flat up to a 
conformal factor. Translations (4), rotations (3) and boosts (3) are part of conformal 
transformations (subgroup). In addition conformal transformations consists of scaling (1) 
and special conformal transformations (4). Total 15 transformations. 15 generators. 
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(strongly coupled field theory) D′ is very small. Classical gravity in AdS space (not full 
string theory). Massive states of string theory have masses inversely proportional to 
different powers of D′. Thus, in D′ → 0 limit all the massive states are infinitely heavy and 
decouple. Therefore, we are only left with classical supergravity (massless excitations). 

 
(iv) Field-Operator mapping (Witten 1997) :   Another important machinery in the AdS/CFT 

correspondence is the mapping between bulk fields and boundary operators. Witten 
proposed that the boundary values of supergravity fields acts as a source to the 
corresponding operator in the field theory side. To be more explicit, let us dene the string 
theory partition function as,  

	

QG = /RS	exp	[−9[RS]]
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where RS′" are different string theory fields. Since AdS is a space with a boundary, we 
need to specify the boundary values for these fields to compute the partition function. Let 
us denote the boundary value of the field RS 	→ 	RSY. Therefore, the partition function is, 
in general a function of the boundary values RSY	of the fields QG[RSY]. On the other hand, 
CFT partition function is given by QZ[\[]SY], where ]S′" are source for CFT operators Ŝ. 
Witten conjectured that there is a one to one correspondence between boundary operators 
and bulk fields and boundary values of these bulk fields act as source for the corresponding 
boundary operators and two partition functions are same with RSY = ]S. Therefore, any 
CFT correlators can be computed in the string theory or bulk set up and then the final 
result can be mapped to CFT side, using the dictionary. For example, if we want to 
compute correlation function of boundary stress tensor _̀ a then the corresponding bulk 
field is metric *`a. We need to first calculate the bulk partition function (string 
theory/gravity partition function). Then following above conjecture we can find the n-
point correlation function of boundary operators by taking functional derivative of the 
bulk partition function with respect to the boundary values of the corresponding bulk 
fields. We shall use these in the context of shear viscosity computation. 
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When the CFT is in large ‘t Hooft coupling and large N limit the corresponding bulk theory 
is classical z: → 0. Dominant contribution to the partition function comes from classical path. 
Therefore, in  z: → 0 limit Free energy is given by 
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There are other techniques to find transport coefficients holographically [Minwalla and company, 
2006]. Locally boosted black brane metric method.  
 
KSS Bound  
 

• KSS (Kovtun, Son and Starinets) speculated that the ratio η/s has a lower bound 
(Phys.Rev.Lett. 94 (2005) 11160) 
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for all relativistic quantum field theories at finite temperature and zero chemical potential. 
The inequality is saturated by theories with gravity duals.  
 

• There are several pieces of evidence supporting this conjecture. The first one is based on the 
Heisenberg uncertainty principle and kinetic theory. The viscosity is proportional to the 
energy density ε and the mean free time τ. On the other hand the entropy density is 
proportional to the number density n. Therefore η/s � ετ/n � Eτ where E is the average particle 
energy. Thus, from the Heisenberg principle for time-energy, we obtain the bound modulo the 
numerical constant. Another important hint to establish the bound comes from the 
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II. Other transports : 
 
Not just shear viscosity coefficient, other transport coefficients can also be calculated using 
the AdS/CFT. There are few interesting transports like chiral magnetic conductivity and other 
parity odd transports are also interesting in the context of QGP and can also be computed in 
AdS/CFT set up. We shall discuss about those. There are parity-odd transports  
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IV.  Thermalization. 
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The holography : 
 
The idea of holography was proposed by ‘t Hooft and Susskind. Usually, entropy of thermodynamic 
objects depends on the volume of the system. If we think entropy is related to number of microstates, 
then for any usual thermodynamic object  information is encoded in the volume of the system. Black 
holes are thermodynamic objects. They have temperature, energy, entropy and all these macroscopic 
variables satisfy 1st and 2nd laws of thermodynamics. However, black hole entropy, unlike usual 
thermodynamic objects, proportional to area of event horizon, a lower dimensional hypersurface. 
Therefore, it was expected that black holes can have an equivalent description in terms of a lower 
dimensional theory – holography !! 
 
The first concrete example of holography was given by string theory : the AdS/CFT correspondence 
by J. Maldacena in 1997. 
 
 
The AdS/CFT correspondence : Without going into details of string theory let me explain the 
correspondence as an working principle. 
 

• A gravity theory (in general string theory) in (d+1) dimensional AdS space is dual to 
a conformal field theory (CFT) in (d-1, 1) dimensions. 

 
Why is this correspondence so important in the context of strongly coupled QGP ? 
 
The description is also called a duality because when the field theory is strongly coupled the gravity 
theory is weakly coupled and vice versa. These boundary theories are quantum field theories of a 
particular kind. They pertain to strongly coupled systems which are difficult if not impossible to study 
perturbatively. The AdS/CFT correspondence seems to be a powerful tool to deal with these strongly 
coupled (conformal) field theory. Since our main target is to understand the properties of strongly 
coupled plasma produced at RHIC, let us first understand how such field theory can be dealt with via 
weak gravity computations. 
 
 
Little more details : The correspondence has two parts : AdS and CFT.  
 

(i) The AdS Space : Solution of Einstein’s equations with a negative cosmological constant : 
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Gravity (or string theory) lives in AdS space. The 8/9: space can be thought of as a five 
dimensional ball. The ball has a boundary at 1	 → ∞. The boundary coordinates are (t, x, 
y, z) with an induced metric /"( = 	 1((−/3( + /4( + /5( + /6(). The field theory is 
living on the boundary of this AdS space. 
 

(ii) The CFT : Conformal field theory. A field theory with conformal symmetry. Conformal 
transformations are set of transformations under which flat metric remains flat up to a 
conformal factor. Translations (4), rotations (3) and boosts (3) are part of conformal 
transformations (subgroup). In addition conformal transformations consists of scaling (1) 
and special conformal transformations (4). Total 15 transformations. 15 generators. 
Conformal group in (3+1) dimensions is SO(4,2). Isometry group of 8/9: is also SO(4,2). 
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( BC. On the other hand, in string theory side a natural coupling is 
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(. When ? is very large 
(strongly coupled field theory) D′ is very small. Classical gravity in AdS space (not full 
string theory). Massive states of string theory have masses inversely proportional to 
different powers of D′. Thus, in D′ → 0 limit all the massive states are infinitely heavy and 
decouple. Therefore, we are only left with classical supergravity (massless excitations). 

 
(iv) Field-Operator mapping (Witten 1997) :   Another important machinery in the AdS/CFT 

correspondence is the mapping between bulk fields and boundary operators. Witten 
proposed that the boundary values of supergravity fields acts as a source to the 
corresponding operator in the field theory side. To be more explicit, let us dene the string 
theory partition function as,  

	

QG = /RS	exp	[−9[RS]]
S

 

where RS′" are different string theory fields. Since AdS is a space with a boundary, we 
need to specify the boundary values for these fields to compute the partition function. Let 
us denote the boundary value of the field RS 	→ 	RSY. Therefore, the partition function is, 
in general a function of the boundary values RSY	of the fields QG[RSY]. On the other hand, 
CFT partition function is given by QZ[\[]SY], where ]S′" are source for CFT operators Ŝ. 
Witten conjectured that there is a one to one correspondence between boundary operators 
and bulk fields and boundary values of these bulk fields act as source for the corresponding 
boundary operators and two partition functions are same with RSY = ]S. Therefore, any 
CFT correlators can be computed in the string theory or bulk set up and then the final 
result can be mapped to CFT side, using the dictionary. For example, if we want to 
compute correlation function of boundary stress tensor _̀ a then the corresponding bulk 
field is metric *`a. We need to first calculate the bulk partition function (string 
theory/gravity partition function). Then following above conjecture we can find the n-
point correlation function of boundary operators by taking functional derivative of the 
bulk partition function with respect to the boundary values of the corresponding bulk 
fields. We shall use these in the context of shear viscosity computation. 

 

✦ The field theory is living on the boundary of this AdS space. 
✦ The isometry group of 5-dim AdS space is SO(4,2). 

✦ A field theory with conformal symmetry.

✦ The solution is given byThe solution is given by 
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Gravity (or string theory) lives in AdS space. The 8/9: space can be thought of as a five 
dimensional ball. The ball has a boundary at 1	 → ∞. The boundary coordinates are (t, x, 
y, z) with an induced metric /"( = 	 1((−/3( + /4( + /5( + /6(). The field theory is 
living on the boundary of this AdS space. 
 

(ii) The CFT : Conformal field theory. A field theory with conformal symmetry. Conformal 
transformations are set of transformations under which flat metric remains flat up to a 
conformal factor. Translations (4), rotations (3) and boosts (3) are part of conformal 
transformations (subgroup). In addition conformal transformations consists of scaling (1) 
and special conformal transformations (4). Total 15 transformations. 15 generators. 
Conformal group in (3+1) dimensions is SO(4,2). Isometry group of 8/9: is also SO(4,2). 

 
(iii) Coupling constants and the dictionary : Both string theory (or gravity) and quantum field 

theory come with coupling constant. In field theory side the coupling constant is the ‘t 
Hooft coupling ? = *@A

( BC. On the other hand, in string theory side a natural coupling is 
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(. When ? is very large 
(strongly coupled field theory) D′ is very small. Classical gravity in AdS space (not full 
string theory). Massive states of string theory have masses inversely proportional to 
different powers of D′. Thus, in D′ → 0 limit all the massive states are infinitely heavy and 
decouple. Therefore, we are only left with classical supergravity (massless excitations). 

 
(iv) Field-Operator mapping (Witten 1997) :   Another important machinery in the AdS/CFT 

correspondence is the mapping between bulk fields and boundary operators. Witten 
proposed that the boundary values of supergravity fields acts as a source to the 
corresponding operator in the field theory side. To be more explicit, let us dene the string 
theory partition function as,  

	

QG = /RS	exp	[−9[RS]]
S

 

where RS′" are different string theory fields. Since AdS is a space with a boundary, we 
need to specify the boundary values for these fields to compute the partition function. Let 
us denote the boundary value of the field RS 	→ 	RSY. Therefore, the partition function is, 
in general a function of the boundary values RSY	of the fields QG[RSY]. On the other hand, 
CFT partition function is given by QZ[\[]SY], where ]S′" are source for CFT operators Ŝ. 
Witten conjectured that there is a one to one correspondence between boundary operators 
and bulk fields and boundary values of these bulk fields act as source for the corresponding 
boundary operators and two partition functions are same with RSY = ]S. Therefore, any 
CFT correlators can be computed in the string theory or bulk set up and then the final 
result can be mapped to CFT side, using the dictionary. For example, if we want to 
compute correlation function of boundary stress tensor _̀ a then the corresponding bulk 
field is metric *`a. We need to first calculate the bulk partition function (string 
theory/gravity partition function). Then following above conjecture we can find the n-
point correlation function of boundary operators by taking functional derivative of the 
bulk partition function with respect to the boundary values of the corresponding bulk 
fields. We shall use these in the context of shear viscosity computation. 
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When the CFT is in large ‘t Hooft coupling and large N limit the corresponding bulk theory 
is classical z: → 0. Dominant contribution to the partition function comes from classical path. 
Therefore, in  z: → 0 limit Free energy is given by 
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d) Find eom for ä, solve the eom with infalling boundary condition and boundary value äÑ. 
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There are other techniques to find transport coefficients holographically [Minwalla and company, 
2006]. Locally boosted black brane metric method.  
 
KSS Bound  
 

• KSS (Kovtun, Son and Starinets) speculated that the ratio η/s has a lower bound 
(Phys.Rev.Lett. 94 (2005) 11160) 
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for all relativistic quantum field theories at finite temperature and zero chemical potential. 
The inequality is saturated by theories with gravity duals.  
 

• There are several pieces of evidence supporting this conjecture. The first one is based on the 
Heisenberg uncertainty principle and kinetic theory. The viscosity is proportional to the 
energy density ε and the mean free time τ. On the other hand the entropy density is 
proportional to the number density n. Therefore η/s � ετ/n � Eτ where E is the average particle 
energy. Thus, from the Heisenberg principle for time-energy, we obtain the bound modulo the 
numerical constant. Another important hint to establish the bound comes from the 
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II. Other transports : 
 
Not just shear viscosity coefficient, other transport coefficients can also be calculated using 
the AdS/CFT. There are few interesting transports like chiral magnetic conductivity and other 
parity odd transports are also interesting in the context of QGP and can also be computed in 
AdS/CFT set up. We shall discuss about those. There are parity-odd transports  

 
 

III.  Jet quenching. 
 
 

IV.  Thermalization. 
........... 
 
 
The holography : 
 
The idea of holography was proposed by ‘t Hooft and Susskind. Usually, entropy of thermodynamic 
objects depends on the volume of the system. If we think entropy is related to number of microstates, 
then for any usual thermodynamic object  information is encoded in the volume of the system. Black 
holes are thermodynamic objects. They have temperature, energy, entropy and all these macroscopic 
variables satisfy 1st and 2nd laws of thermodynamics. However, black hole entropy, unlike usual 
thermodynamic objects, proportional to area of event horizon, a lower dimensional hypersurface. 
Therefore, it was expected that black holes can have an equivalent description in terms of a lower 
dimensional theory – holography !! 
 
The first concrete example of holography was given by string theory : the AdS/CFT correspondence 
by J. Maldacena in 1997. 
 
 
The AdS/CFT correspondence : Without going into details of string theory let me explain the 
correspondence as an working principle. 
 

• A gravity theory (in general string theory) in (d+1) dimensional AdS space is dual to 
a conformal field theory (CFT) in (d-1, 1) dimensions. 

 
Why is this correspondence so important in the context of strongly coupled QGP ? 
 
The description is also called a duality because when the field theory is strongly coupled the gravity 
theory is weakly coupled and vice versa. These boundary theories are quantum field theories of a 
particular kind. They pertain to strongly coupled systems which are difficult if not impossible to study 
perturbatively. The AdS/CFT correspondence seems to be a powerful tool to deal with these strongly 
coupled (conformal) field theory. Since our main target is to understand the properties of strongly 
coupled plasma produced at RHIC, let us first understand how such field theory can be dealt with via 
weak gravity computations. 
 
 
Little more details : The correspondence has two parts : AdS and CFT.  
 

(i) The AdS Space : Solution of Einstein’s equations with a negative cosmological constant : 
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✦ The 5 dimensional 𝐴𝑑𝑆 space can be thought of as a five 
dimensional ball. The ball has a boundary at 𝑟 → ∞.  

✦ The boundary coordinates are (t, x, y, z) with an induced 
metric

The solution is given by 
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Gravity (or string theory) lives in AdS space. The 8/9: space can be thought of as a five 
dimensional ball. The ball has a boundary at 1	 → ∞. The boundary coordinates are (t, x, 
y, z) with an induced metric /"( = 	 1((−/3( + /4( + /5( + /6(). The field theory is 
living on the boundary of this AdS space. 
 

(ii) The CFT : Conformal field theory. A field theory with conformal symmetry. Conformal 
transformations are set of transformations under which flat metric remains flat up to a 
conformal factor. Translations (4), rotations (3) and boosts (3) are part of conformal 
transformations (subgroup). In addition conformal transformations consists of scaling (1) 
and special conformal transformations (4). Total 15 transformations. 15 generators. 
Conformal group in (3+1) dimensions is SO(4,2). Isometry group of 8/9: is also SO(4,2). 

 
(iii) Coupling constants and the dictionary : Both string theory (or gravity) and quantum field 

theory come with coupling constant. In field theory side the coupling constant is the ‘t 
Hooft coupling ? = *@A

( BC. On the other hand, in string theory side a natural coupling is 
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(. When ? is very large 
(strongly coupled field theory) D′ is very small. Classical gravity in AdS space (not full 
string theory). Massive states of string theory have masses inversely proportional to 
different powers of D′. Thus, in D′ → 0 limit all the massive states are infinitely heavy and 
decouple. Therefore, we are only left with classical supergravity (massless excitations). 

 
(iv) Field-Operator mapping (Witten 1997) :   Another important machinery in the AdS/CFT 

correspondence is the mapping between bulk fields and boundary operators. Witten 
proposed that the boundary values of supergravity fields acts as a source to the 
corresponding operator in the field theory side. To be more explicit, let us dene the string 
theory partition function as,  

	

QG = /RS	exp	[−9[RS]]
S

 

where RS′" are different string theory fields. Since AdS is a space with a boundary, we 
need to specify the boundary values for these fields to compute the partition function. Let 
us denote the boundary value of the field RS 	→ 	RSY. Therefore, the partition function is, 
in general a function of the boundary values RSY	of the fields QG[RSY]. On the other hand, 
CFT partition function is given by QZ[\[]SY], where ]S′" are source for CFT operators Ŝ. 
Witten conjectured that there is a one to one correspondence between boundary operators 
and bulk fields and boundary values of these bulk fields act as source for the corresponding 
boundary operators and two partition functions are same with RSY = ]S. Therefore, any 
CFT correlators can be computed in the string theory or bulk set up and then the final 
result can be mapped to CFT side, using the dictionary. For example, if we want to 
compute correlation function of boundary stress tensor _̀ a then the corresponding bulk 
field is metric *`a. We need to first calculate the bulk partition function (string 
theory/gravity partition function). Then following above conjecture we can find the n-
point correlation function of boundary operators by taking functional derivative of the 
bulk partition function with respect to the boundary values of the corresponding bulk 
fields. We shall use these in the context of shear viscosity computation. 

 

✦ The field theory is living on the boundary of this AdS space. 
✦ The isometry group of 5-dim AdS space is SO(4,2). 

✦ A field theory with conformal symmetry.
✦ Conformal  transformations  are  set  of  coordinate 

transformations under which flat metric remains flat up 
to a scaling factor.✦ The solution is given byThe solution is given by 
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Gravity (or string theory) lives in AdS space. The 8/9: space can be thought of as a five 
dimensional ball. The ball has a boundary at 1	 → ∞. The boundary coordinates are (t, x, 
y, z) with an induced metric /"( = 	 1((−/3( + /4( + /5( + /6(). The field theory is 
living on the boundary of this AdS space. 
 

(ii) The CFT : Conformal field theory. A field theory with conformal symmetry. Conformal 
transformations are set of transformations under which flat metric remains flat up to a 
conformal factor. Translations (4), rotations (3) and boosts (3) are part of conformal 
transformations (subgroup). In addition conformal transformations consists of scaling (1) 
and special conformal transformations (4). Total 15 transformations. 15 generators. 
Conformal group in (3+1) dimensions is SO(4,2). Isometry group of 8/9: is also SO(4,2). 

 
(iii) Coupling constants and the dictionary : Both string theory (or gravity) and quantum field 

theory come with coupling constant. In field theory side the coupling constant is the ‘t 
Hooft coupling ? = *@A

( BC. On the other hand, in string theory side a natural coupling is 
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(. When ? is very large 
(strongly coupled field theory) D′ is very small. Classical gravity in AdS space (not full 
string theory). Massive states of string theory have masses inversely proportional to 
different powers of D′. Thus, in D′ → 0 limit all the massive states are infinitely heavy and 
decouple. Therefore, we are only left with classical supergravity (massless excitations). 

 
(iv) Field-Operator mapping (Witten 1997) :   Another important machinery in the AdS/CFT 

correspondence is the mapping between bulk fields and boundary operators. Witten 
proposed that the boundary values of supergravity fields acts as a source to the 
corresponding operator in the field theory side. To be more explicit, let us dene the string 
theory partition function as,  

	

QG = /RS	exp	[−9[RS]]
S

 

where RS′" are different string theory fields. Since AdS is a space with a boundary, we 
need to specify the boundary values for these fields to compute the partition function. Let 
us denote the boundary value of the field RS 	→ 	RSY. Therefore, the partition function is, 
in general a function of the boundary values RSY	of the fields QG[RSY]. On the other hand, 
CFT partition function is given by QZ[\[]SY], where ]S′" are source for CFT operators Ŝ. 
Witten conjectured that there is a one to one correspondence between boundary operators 
and bulk fields and boundary values of these bulk fields act as source for the corresponding 
boundary operators and two partition functions are same with RSY = ]S. Therefore, any 
CFT correlators can be computed in the string theory or bulk set up and then the final 
result can be mapped to CFT side, using the dictionary. For example, if we want to 
compute correlation function of boundary stress tensor _̀ a then the corresponding bulk 
field is metric *`a. We need to first calculate the bulk partition function (string 
theory/gravity partition function). Then following above conjecture we can find the n-
point correlation function of boundary operators by taking functional derivative of the 
bulk partition function with respect to the boundary values of the corresponding bulk 
fields. We shall use these in the context of shear viscosity computation. 
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When the CFT is in large ‘t Hooft coupling and large N limit the corresponding bulk theory 
is classical z: → 0. Dominant contribution to the partition function comes from classical path. 
Therefore, in  z: → 0 limit Free energy is given by 
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There are other techniques to find transport coefficients holographically [Minwalla and company, 
2006]. Locally boosted black brane metric method.  
 
KSS Bound  
 

• KSS (Kovtun, Son and Starinets) speculated that the ratio η/s has a lower bound 
(Phys.Rev.Lett. 94 (2005) 11160) 
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for all relativistic quantum field theories at finite temperature and zero chemical potential. 
The inequality is saturated by theories with gravity duals.  
 

• There are several pieces of evidence supporting this conjecture. The first one is based on the 
Heisenberg uncertainty principle and kinetic theory. The viscosity is proportional to the 
energy density ε and the mean free time τ. On the other hand the entropy density is 
proportional to the number density n. Therefore η/s � ετ/n � Eτ where E is the average particle 
energy. Thus, from the Heisenberg principle for time-energy, we obtain the bound modulo the 
numerical constant. Another important hint to establish the bound comes from the 
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II. Other transports : 
 
Not just shear viscosity coefficient, other transport coefficients can also be calculated using 
the AdS/CFT. There are few interesting transports like chiral magnetic conductivity and other 
parity odd transports are also interesting in the context of QGP and can also be computed in 
AdS/CFT set up. We shall discuss about those. There are parity-odd transports  

 
 

III.  Jet quenching. 
 
 

IV.  Thermalization. 
........... 
 
 
The holography : 
 
The idea of holography was proposed by ‘t Hooft and Susskind. Usually, entropy of thermodynamic 
objects depends on the volume of the system. If we think entropy is related to number of microstates, 
then for any usual thermodynamic object  information is encoded in the volume of the system. Black 
holes are thermodynamic objects. They have temperature, energy, entropy and all these macroscopic 
variables satisfy 1st and 2nd laws of thermodynamics. However, black hole entropy, unlike usual 
thermodynamic objects, proportional to area of event horizon, a lower dimensional hypersurface. 
Therefore, it was expected that black holes can have an equivalent description in terms of a lower 
dimensional theory – holography !! 
 
The first concrete example of holography was given by string theory : the AdS/CFT correspondence 
by J. Maldacena in 1997. 
 
 
The AdS/CFT correspondence : Without going into details of string theory let me explain the 
correspondence as an working principle. 
 

• A gravity theory (in general string theory) in (d+1) dimensional AdS space is dual to 
a conformal field theory (CFT) in (d-1, 1) dimensions. 

 
Why is this correspondence so important in the context of strongly coupled QGP ? 
 
The description is also called a duality because when the field theory is strongly coupled the gravity 
theory is weakly coupled and vice versa. These boundary theories are quantum field theories of a 
particular kind. They pertain to strongly coupled systems which are difficult if not impossible to study 
perturbatively. The AdS/CFT correspondence seems to be a powerful tool to deal with these strongly 
coupled (conformal) field theory. Since our main target is to understand the properties of strongly 
coupled plasma produced at RHIC, let us first understand how such field theory can be dealt with via 
weak gravity computations. 
 
 
Little more details : The correspondence has two parts : AdS and CFT.  
 

(i) The AdS Space : Solution of Einstein’s equations with a negative cosmological constant : 
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✦ The 5 dimensional 𝐴𝑑𝑆 space can be thought of as a five 
dimensional ball. The ball has a boundary at 𝑟 → ∞.  
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Gravity (or string theory) lives in AdS space. The 8/9: space can be thought of as a five 
dimensional ball. The ball has a boundary at 1	 → ∞. The boundary coordinates are (t, x, 
y, z) with an induced metric /"( = 	 1((−/3( + /4( + /5( + /6(). The field theory is 
living on the boundary of this AdS space. 
 

(ii) The CFT : Conformal field theory. A field theory with conformal symmetry. Conformal 
transformations are set of transformations under which flat metric remains flat up to a 
conformal factor. Translations (4), rotations (3) and boosts (3) are part of conformal 
transformations (subgroup). In addition conformal transformations consists of scaling (1) 
and special conformal transformations (4). Total 15 transformations. 15 generators. 
Conformal group in (3+1) dimensions is SO(4,2). Isometry group of 8/9: is also SO(4,2). 

 
(iii) Coupling constants and the dictionary : Both string theory (or gravity) and quantum field 

theory come with coupling constant. In field theory side the coupling constant is the ‘t 
Hooft coupling ? = *@A

( BC. On the other hand, in string theory side a natural coupling is 
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(. When ? is very large 
(strongly coupled field theory) D′ is very small. Classical gravity in AdS space (not full 
string theory). Massive states of string theory have masses inversely proportional to 
different powers of D′. Thus, in D′ → 0 limit all the massive states are infinitely heavy and 
decouple. Therefore, we are only left with classical supergravity (massless excitations). 

 
(iv) Field-Operator mapping (Witten 1997) :   Another important machinery in the AdS/CFT 

correspondence is the mapping between bulk fields and boundary operators. Witten 
proposed that the boundary values of supergravity fields acts as a source to the 
corresponding operator in the field theory side. To be more explicit, let us dene the string 
theory partition function as,  

	

QG = /RS	exp	[−9[RS]]
S

 

where RS′" are different string theory fields. Since AdS is a space with a boundary, we 
need to specify the boundary values for these fields to compute the partition function. Let 
us denote the boundary value of the field RS 	→ 	RSY. Therefore, the partition function is, 
in general a function of the boundary values RSY	of the fields QG[RSY]. On the other hand, 
CFT partition function is given by QZ[\[]SY], where ]S′" are source for CFT operators Ŝ. 
Witten conjectured that there is a one to one correspondence between boundary operators 
and bulk fields and boundary values of these bulk fields act as source for the corresponding 
boundary operators and two partition functions are same with RSY = ]S. Therefore, any 
CFT correlators can be computed in the string theory or bulk set up and then the final 
result can be mapped to CFT side, using the dictionary. For example, if we want to 
compute correlation function of boundary stress tensor _̀ a then the corresponding bulk 
field is metric *`a. We need to first calculate the bulk partition function (string 
theory/gravity partition function). Then following above conjecture we can find the n-
point correlation function of boundary operators by taking functional derivative of the 
bulk partition function with respect to the boundary values of the corresponding bulk 
fields. We shall use these in the context of shear viscosity computation. 

 

✦ The field theory is living on the boundary of this AdS space. 
✦ The isometry group of 5-dim AdS space is SO(4,2). 

✦ A field theory with conformal symmetry.
✦ Conformal  transformations  are  set  of  coordinate 

transformations under which flat metric remains flat up 
to a scaling factor.

✦ Translation (4), rotation (3) and boost (3) are part of 
conformal transformations.

✦ The solution is given byThe solution is given by 
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Gravity (or string theory) lives in AdS space. The 8/9: space can be thought of as a five 
dimensional ball. The ball has a boundary at 1	 → ∞. The boundary coordinates are (t, x, 
y, z) with an induced metric /"( = 	 1((−/3( + /4( + /5( + /6(). The field theory is 
living on the boundary of this AdS space. 
 

(ii) The CFT : Conformal field theory. A field theory with conformal symmetry. Conformal 
transformations are set of transformations under which flat metric remains flat up to a 
conformal factor. Translations (4), rotations (3) and boosts (3) are part of conformal 
transformations (subgroup). In addition conformal transformations consists of scaling (1) 
and special conformal transformations (4). Total 15 transformations. 15 generators. 
Conformal group in (3+1) dimensions is SO(4,2). Isometry group of 8/9: is also SO(4,2). 

 
(iii) Coupling constants and the dictionary : Both string theory (or gravity) and quantum field 

theory come with coupling constant. In field theory side the coupling constant is the ‘t 
Hooft coupling ? = *@A
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(. When ? is very large 
(strongly coupled field theory) D′ is very small. Classical gravity in AdS space (not full 
string theory). Massive states of string theory have masses inversely proportional to 
different powers of D′. Thus, in D′ → 0 limit all the massive states are infinitely heavy and 
decouple. Therefore, we are only left with classical supergravity (massless excitations). 

 
(iv) Field-Operator mapping (Witten 1997) :   Another important machinery in the AdS/CFT 

correspondence is the mapping between bulk fields and boundary operators. Witten 
proposed that the boundary values of supergravity fields acts as a source to the 
corresponding operator in the field theory side. To be more explicit, let us dene the string 
theory partition function as,  

	

QG = /RS	exp	[−9[RS]]
S

 

where RS′" are different string theory fields. Since AdS is a space with a boundary, we 
need to specify the boundary values for these fields to compute the partition function. Let 
us denote the boundary value of the field RS 	→ 	RSY. Therefore, the partition function is, 
in general a function of the boundary values RSY	of the fields QG[RSY]. On the other hand, 
CFT partition function is given by QZ[\[]SY], where ]S′" are source for CFT operators Ŝ. 
Witten conjectured that there is a one to one correspondence between boundary operators 
and bulk fields and boundary values of these bulk fields act as source for the corresponding 
boundary operators and two partition functions are same with RSY = ]S. Therefore, any 
CFT correlators can be computed in the string theory or bulk set up and then the final 
result can be mapped to CFT side, using the dictionary. For example, if we want to 
compute correlation function of boundary stress tensor _̀ a then the corresponding bulk 
field is metric *`a. We need to first calculate the bulk partition function (string 
theory/gravity partition function). Then following above conjecture we can find the n-
point correlation function of boundary operators by taking functional derivative of the 
bulk partition function with respect to the boundary values of the corresponding bulk 
fields. We shall use these in the context of shear viscosity computation. 
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When the CFT is in large ‘t Hooft coupling and large N limit the corresponding bulk theory 
is classical z: → 0. Dominant contribution to the partition function comes from classical path. 
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There are other techniques to find transport coefficients holographically [Minwalla and company, 
2006]. Locally boosted black brane metric method.  
 
KSS Bound  
 

• KSS (Kovtun, Son and Starinets) speculated that the ratio η/s has a lower bound 
(Phys.Rev.Lett. 94 (2005) 11160) 
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for all relativistic quantum field theories at finite temperature and zero chemical potential. 
The inequality is saturated by theories with gravity duals.  
 

• There are several pieces of evidence supporting this conjecture. The first one is based on the 
Heisenberg uncertainty principle and kinetic theory. The viscosity is proportional to the 
energy density ε and the mean free time τ. On the other hand the entropy density is 
proportional to the number density n. Therefore η/s � ετ/n � Eτ where E is the average particle 
energy. Thus, from the Heisenberg principle for time-energy, we obtain the bound modulo the 
numerical constant. Another important hint to establish the bound comes from the 
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II. Other transports : 
 
Not just shear viscosity coefficient, other transport coefficients can also be calculated using 
the AdS/CFT. There are few interesting transports like chiral magnetic conductivity and other 
parity odd transports are also interesting in the context of QGP and can also be computed in 
AdS/CFT set up. We shall discuss about those. There are parity-odd transports  
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IV.  Thermalization. 
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The holography : 
 
The idea of holography was proposed by ‘t Hooft and Susskind. Usually, entropy of thermodynamic 
objects depends on the volume of the system. If we think entropy is related to number of microstates, 
then for any usual thermodynamic object  information is encoded in the volume of the system. Black 
holes are thermodynamic objects. They have temperature, energy, entropy and all these macroscopic 
variables satisfy 1st and 2nd laws of thermodynamics. However, black hole entropy, unlike usual 
thermodynamic objects, proportional to area of event horizon, a lower dimensional hypersurface. 
Therefore, it was expected that black holes can have an equivalent description in terms of a lower 
dimensional theory – holography !! 
 
The first concrete example of holography was given by string theory : the AdS/CFT correspondence 
by J. Maldacena in 1997. 
 
 
The AdS/CFT correspondence : Without going into details of string theory let me explain the 
correspondence as an working principle. 
 

• A gravity theory (in general string theory) in (d+1) dimensional AdS space is dual to 
a conformal field theory (CFT) in (d-1, 1) dimensions. 

 
Why is this correspondence so important in the context of strongly coupled QGP ? 
 
The description is also called a duality because when the field theory is strongly coupled the gravity 
theory is weakly coupled and vice versa. These boundary theories are quantum field theories of a 
particular kind. They pertain to strongly coupled systems which are difficult if not impossible to study 
perturbatively. The AdS/CFT correspondence seems to be a powerful tool to deal with these strongly 
coupled (conformal) field theory. Since our main target is to understand the properties of strongly 
coupled plasma produced at RHIC, let us first understand how such field theory can be dealt with via 
weak gravity computations. 
 
 
Little more details : The correspondence has two parts : AdS and CFT.  
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Gravity (or string theory) lives in AdS space. The 8/9: space can be thought of as a five 
dimensional ball. The ball has a boundary at 1	 → ∞. The boundary coordinates are (t, x, 
y, z) with an induced metric /"( = 	 1((−/3( + /4( + /5( + /6(). The field theory is 
living on the boundary of this AdS space. 
 

(ii) The CFT : Conformal field theory. A field theory with conformal symmetry. Conformal 
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conformal factor. Translations (4), rotations (3) and boosts (3) are part of conformal 
transformations (subgroup). In addition conformal transformations consists of scaling (1) 
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Conformal group in (3+1) dimensions is SO(4,2). Isometry group of 8/9: is also SO(4,2). 

 
(iii) Coupling constants and the dictionary : Both string theory (or gravity) and quantum field 
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(strongly coupled field theory) D′ is very small. Classical gravity in AdS space (not full 
string theory). Massive states of string theory have masses inversely proportional to 
different powers of D′. Thus, in D′ → 0 limit all the massive states are infinitely heavy and 
decouple. Therefore, we are only left with classical supergravity (massless excitations). 

 
(iv) Field-Operator mapping (Witten 1997) :   Another important machinery in the AdS/CFT 

correspondence is the mapping between bulk fields and boundary operators. Witten 
proposed that the boundary values of supergravity fields acts as a source to the 
corresponding operator in the field theory side. To be more explicit, let us dene the string 
theory partition function as,  
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where RS′" are different string theory fields. Since AdS is a space with a boundary, we 
need to specify the boundary values for these fields to compute the partition function. Let 
us denote the boundary value of the field RS 	→ 	RSY. Therefore, the partition function is, 
in general a function of the boundary values RSY	of the fields QG[RSY]. On the other hand, 
CFT partition function is given by QZ[\[]SY], where ]S′" are source for CFT operators Ŝ. 
Witten conjectured that there is a one to one correspondence between boundary operators 
and bulk fields and boundary values of these bulk fields act as source for the corresponding 
boundary operators and two partition functions are same with RSY = ]S. Therefore, any 
CFT correlators can be computed in the string theory or bulk set up and then the final 
result can be mapped to CFT side, using the dictionary. For example, if we want to 
compute correlation function of boundary stress tensor _̀ a then the corresponding bulk 
field is metric *`a. We need to first calculate the bulk partition function (string 
theory/gravity partition function). Then following above conjecture we can find the n-
point correlation function of boundary operators by taking functional derivative of the 
bulk partition function with respect to the boundary values of the corresponding bulk 
fields. We shall use these in the context of shear viscosity computation. 
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string theory). Massive states of string theory have masses inversely proportional to 
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corresponding operator in the field theory side. To be more explicit, let us dene the string 
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where RS′" are different string theory fields. Since AdS is a space with a boundary, we 
need to specify the boundary values for these fields to compute the partition function. Let 
us denote the boundary value of the field RS 	→ 	RSY. Therefore, the partition function is, 
in general a function of the boundary values RSY	of the fields QG[RSY]. On the other hand, 
CFT partition function is given by QZ[\[]SY], where ]S′" are source for CFT operators Ŝ. 
Witten conjectured that there is a one to one correspondence between boundary operators 
and bulk fields and boundary values of these bulk fields act as source for the corresponding 
boundary operators and two partition functions are same with RSY = ]S. Therefore, any 
CFT correlators can be computed in the string theory or bulk set up and then the final 
result can be mapped to CFT side, using the dictionary. For example, if we want to 
compute correlation function of boundary stress tensor _̀ a then the corresponding bulk 
field is metric *`a. We need to first calculate the bulk partition function (string 
theory/gravity partition function). Then following above conjecture we can find the n-
point correlation function of boundary operators by taking functional derivative of the 
bulk partition function with respect to the boundary values of the corresponding bulk 
fields. We shall use these in the context of shear viscosity computation. 
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When the CFT is in large ‘t Hooft coupling and large N limit the corresponding bulk theory 
is classical z: → 0. Dominant contribution to the partition function comes from classical path. 
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There are other techniques to find transport coefficients holographically [Minwalla and company, 
2006]. Locally boosted black brane metric method.  
 
KSS Bound  
 

• KSS (Kovtun, Son and Starinets) speculated that the ratio η/s has a lower bound 
(Phys.Rev.Lett. 94 (2005) 11160) 
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for all relativistic quantum field theories at finite temperature and zero chemical potential. 
The inequality is saturated by theories with gravity duals.  
 

• There are several pieces of evidence supporting this conjecture. The first one is based on the 
Heisenberg uncertainty principle and kinetic theory. The viscosity is proportional to the 
energy density ε and the mean free time τ. On the other hand the entropy density is 
proportional to the number density n. Therefore η/s � ετ/n � Eτ where E is the average particle 
energy. Thus, from the Heisenberg principle for time-energy, we obtain the bound modulo the 
numerical constant. Another important hint to establish the bound comes from the 
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II. Other transports : 
 
Not just shear viscosity coefficient, other transport coefficients can also be calculated using 
the AdS/CFT. There are few interesting transports like chiral magnetic conductivity and other 
parity odd transports are also interesting in the context of QGP and can also be computed in 
AdS/CFT set up. We shall discuss about those. There are parity-odd transports  
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The idea of holography was proposed by ‘t Hooft and Susskind. Usually, entropy of thermodynamic 
objects depends on the volume of the system. If we think entropy is related to number of microstates, 
then for any usual thermodynamic object  information is encoded in the volume of the system. Black 
holes are thermodynamic objects. They have temperature, energy, entropy and all these macroscopic 
variables satisfy 1st and 2nd laws of thermodynamics. However, black hole entropy, unlike usual 
thermodynamic objects, proportional to area of event horizon, a lower dimensional hypersurface. 
Therefore, it was expected that black holes can have an equivalent description in terms of a lower 
dimensional theory – holography !! 
 
The first concrete example of holography was given by string theory : the AdS/CFT correspondence 
by J. Maldacena in 1997. 
 
 
The AdS/CFT correspondence : Without going into details of string theory let me explain the 
correspondence as an working principle. 
 

• A gravity theory (in general string theory) in (d+1) dimensional AdS space is dual to 
a conformal field theory (CFT) in (d-1, 1) dimensions. 

 
Why is this correspondence so important in the context of strongly coupled QGP ? 
 
The description is also called a duality because when the field theory is strongly coupled the gravity 
theory is weakly coupled and vice versa. These boundary theories are quantum field theories of a 
particular kind. They pertain to strongly coupled systems which are difficult if not impossible to study 
perturbatively. The AdS/CFT correspondence seems to be a powerful tool to deal with these strongly 
coupled (conformal) field theory. Since our main target is to understand the properties of strongly 
coupled plasma produced at RHIC, let us first understand how such field theory can be dealt with via 
weak gravity computations. 
 
 
Little more details : The correspondence has two parts : AdS and CFT.  
 

(i) The AdS Space : Solution of Einstein’s equations with a negative cosmological constant : 
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Gravity (or string theory) lives in AdS space. The 8/9: space can be thought of as a five 
dimensional ball. The ball has a boundary at 1	 → ∞. The boundary coordinates are (t, x, 
y, z) with an induced metric /"( = 	 1((−/3( + /4( + /5( + /6(). The field theory is 
living on the boundary of this AdS space. 
 

(ii) The CFT : Conformal field theory. A field theory with conformal symmetry. Conformal 
transformations are set of transformations under which flat metric remains flat up to a 
conformal factor. Translations (4), rotations (3) and boosts (3) are part of conformal 
transformations (subgroup). In addition conformal transformations consists of scaling (1) 
and special conformal transformations (4). Total 15 transformations. 15 generators. 
Conformal group in (3+1) dimensions is SO(4,2). Isometry group of 8/9: is also SO(4,2). 

 
(iii) Coupling constants and the dictionary : Both string theory (or gravity) and quantum field 
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(strongly coupled field theory) D′ is very small. Classical gravity in AdS space (not full 
string theory). Massive states of string theory have masses inversely proportional to 
different powers of D′. Thus, in D′ → 0 limit all the massive states are infinitely heavy and 
decouple. Therefore, we are only left with classical supergravity (massless excitations). 

 
(iv) Field-Operator mapping (Witten 1997) :   Another important machinery in the AdS/CFT 

correspondence is the mapping between bulk fields and boundary operators. Witten 
proposed that the boundary values of supergravity fields acts as a source to the 
corresponding operator in the field theory side. To be more explicit, let us dene the string 
theory partition function as,  
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where RS′" are different string theory fields. Since AdS is a space with a boundary, we 
need to specify the boundary values for these fields to compute the partition function. Let 
us denote the boundary value of the field RS 	→ 	RSY. Therefore, the partition function is, 
in general a function of the boundary values RSY	of the fields QG[RSY]. On the other hand, 
CFT partition function is given by QZ[\[]SY], where ]S′" are source for CFT operators Ŝ. 
Witten conjectured that there is a one to one correspondence between boundary operators 
and bulk fields and boundary values of these bulk fields act as source for the corresponding 
boundary operators and two partition functions are same with RSY = ]S. Therefore, any 
CFT correlators can be computed in the string theory or bulk set up and then the final 
result can be mapped to CFT side, using the dictionary. For example, if we want to 
compute correlation function of boundary stress tensor _̀ a then the corresponding bulk 
field is metric *`a. We need to first calculate the bulk partition function (string 
theory/gravity partition function). Then following above conjecture we can find the n-
point correlation function of boundary operators by taking functional derivative of the 
bulk partition function with respect to the boundary values of the corresponding bulk 
fields. We shall use these in the context of shear viscosity computation. 
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where RS′" are different string theory fields. Since AdS is a space with a boundary, we 
need to specify the boundary values for these fields to compute the partition function. Let 
us denote the boundary value of the field RS 	→ 	RSY. Therefore, the partition function is, 
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CFT partition function is given by QZ[\[]SY], where ]S′" are source for CFT operators Ŝ. 
Witten conjectured that there is a one to one correspondence between boundary operators 
and bulk fields and boundary values of these bulk fields act as source for the corresponding 
boundary operators and two partition functions are same with RSY = ]S. Therefore, any 
CFT correlators can be computed in the string theory or bulk set up and then the final 
result can be mapped to CFT side, using the dictionary. For example, if we want to 
compute correlation function of boundary stress tensor _̀ a then the corresponding bulk 
field is metric *`a. We need to first calculate the bulk partition function (string 
theory/gravity partition function). Then following above conjecture we can find the n-
point correlation function of boundary operators by taking functional derivative of the 
bulk partition function with respect to the boundary values of the corresponding bulk 
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There are other techniques to find transport coefficients holographically [Minwalla and company, 
2006]. Locally boosted black brane metric method.  
 
KSS Bound  
 

• KSS (Kovtun, Son and Starinets) speculated that the ratio η/s has a lower bound 
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for all relativistic quantum field theories at finite temperature and zero chemical potential. 
The inequality is saturated by theories with gravity duals.  
 

• There are several pieces of evidence supporting this conjecture. The first one is based on the 
Heisenberg uncertainty principle and kinetic theory. The viscosity is proportional to the 
energy density ε and the mean free time τ. On the other hand the entropy density is 
proportional to the number density n. Therefore η/s � ετ/n � Eτ where E is the average particle 
energy. Thus, from the Heisenberg principle for time-energy, we obtain the bound modulo the 
numerical constant. Another important hint to establish the bound comes from the 
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the AdS/CFT. There are few interesting transports like chiral magnetic conductivity and other 
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objects depends on the volume of the system. If we think entropy is related to number of microstates, 
then for any usual thermodynamic object  information is encoded in the volume of the system. Black 
holes are thermodynamic objects. They have temperature, energy, entropy and all these macroscopic 
variables satisfy 1st and 2nd laws of thermodynamics. However, black hole entropy, unlike usual 
thermodynamic objects, proportional to area of event horizon, a lower dimensional hypersurface. 
Therefore, it was expected that black holes can have an equivalent description in terms of a lower 
dimensional theory – holography !! 
 
The first concrete example of holography was given by string theory : the AdS/CFT correspondence 
by J. Maldacena in 1997. 
 
 
The AdS/CFT correspondence : Without going into details of string theory let me explain the 
correspondence as an working principle. 
 

• A gravity theory (in general string theory) in (d+1) dimensional AdS space is dual to 
a conformal field theory (CFT) in (d-1, 1) dimensions. 

 
Why is this correspondence so important in the context of strongly coupled QGP ? 
 
The description is also called a duality because when the field theory is strongly coupled the gravity 
theory is weakly coupled and vice versa. These boundary theories are quantum field theories of a 
particular kind. They pertain to strongly coupled systems which are difficult if not impossible to study 
perturbatively. The AdS/CFT correspondence seems to be a powerful tool to deal with these strongly 
coupled (conformal) field theory. Since our main target is to understand the properties of strongly 
coupled plasma produced at RHIC, let us first understand how such field theory can be dealt with via 
weak gravity computations. 
 
 
Little more details : The correspondence has two parts : AdS and CFT.  
 

(i) The AdS Space : Solution of Einstein’s equations with a negative cosmological constant : 
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✦ The 5 dimensional 𝐴𝑑𝑆 space can be thought of as a five 
dimensional ball. The ball has a boundary at 𝑟 → ∞.  

✦ The boundary coordinates are (t, x, y, z) with an induced 
metric

The solution is given by 
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Gravity (or string theory) lives in AdS space. The 8/9: space can be thought of as a five 
dimensional ball. The ball has a boundary at 1	 → ∞. The boundary coordinates are (t, x, 
y, z) with an induced metric /"( = 	 1((−/3( + /4( + /5( + /6(). The field theory is 
living on the boundary of this AdS space. 
 

(ii) The CFT : Conformal field theory. A field theory with conformal symmetry. Conformal 
transformations are set of transformations under which flat metric remains flat up to a 
conformal factor. Translations (4), rotations (3) and boosts (3) are part of conformal 
transformations (subgroup). In addition conformal transformations consists of scaling (1) 
and special conformal transformations (4). Total 15 transformations. 15 generators. 
Conformal group in (3+1) dimensions is SO(4,2). Isometry group of 8/9: is also SO(4,2). 

 
(iii) Coupling constants and the dictionary : Both string theory (or gravity) and quantum field 

theory come with coupling constant. In field theory side the coupling constant is the ‘t 
Hooft coupling ? = *@A

( BC. On the other hand, in string theory side a natural coupling is 
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(. When ? is very large 
(strongly coupled field theory) D′ is very small. Classical gravity in AdS space (not full 
string theory). Massive states of string theory have masses inversely proportional to 
different powers of D′. Thus, in D′ → 0 limit all the massive states are infinitely heavy and 
decouple. Therefore, we are only left with classical supergravity (massless excitations). 

 
(iv) Field-Operator mapping (Witten 1997) :   Another important machinery in the AdS/CFT 

correspondence is the mapping between bulk fields and boundary operators. Witten 
proposed that the boundary values of supergravity fields acts as a source to the 
corresponding operator in the field theory side. To be more explicit, let us dene the string 
theory partition function as,  

	

QG = /RS	exp	[−9[RS]]
S

 

where RS′" are different string theory fields. Since AdS is a space with a boundary, we 
need to specify the boundary values for these fields to compute the partition function. Let 
us denote the boundary value of the field RS 	→ 	RSY. Therefore, the partition function is, 
in general a function of the boundary values RSY	of the fields QG[RSY]. On the other hand, 
CFT partition function is given by QZ[\[]SY], where ]S′" are source for CFT operators Ŝ. 
Witten conjectured that there is a one to one correspondence between boundary operators 
and bulk fields and boundary values of these bulk fields act as source for the corresponding 
boundary operators and two partition functions are same with RSY = ]S. Therefore, any 
CFT correlators can be computed in the string theory or bulk set up and then the final 
result can be mapped to CFT side, using the dictionary. For example, if we want to 
compute correlation function of boundary stress tensor _̀ a then the corresponding bulk 
field is metric *`a. We need to first calculate the bulk partition function (string 
theory/gravity partition function). Then following above conjecture we can find the n-
point correlation function of boundary operators by taking functional derivative of the 
bulk partition function with respect to the boundary values of the corresponding bulk 
fields. We shall use these in the context of shear viscosity computation. 

 

✦ The field theory is living on the boundary of this AdS space. 
✦ The isometry group of 5-dim AdS space is SO(4,2). 

✦ A field theory with conformal symmetry.
✦ Conformal  transformations  are  set  of  coordinate 

transformations under which flat metric remains flat up 
to a scaling factor.

✦ Translation (4), rotation (3) and boost (3) are part of 
conformal transformations.

✦ In addition to that : Scaling (1) and Special conformal 
transformation (4).

✦ Total 15 generators.
✦ All these transformations form a group : Conformal 

group - SO(4,2)
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Gravity (or string theory) lives in AdS space. The 8/9: space can be thought of as a five 
dimensional ball. The ball has a boundary at 1	 → ∞. The boundary coordinates are (t, x, 
y, z) with an induced metric /"( = 	 1((−/3( + /4( + /5( + /6(). The field theory is 
living on the boundary of this AdS space. 
 

(ii) The CFT : Conformal field theory. A field theory with conformal symmetry. Conformal 
transformations are set of transformations under which flat metric remains flat up to a 
conformal factor. Translations (4), rotations (3) and boosts (3) are part of conformal 
transformations (subgroup). In addition conformal transformations consists of scaling (1) 
and special conformal transformations (4). Total 15 transformations. 15 generators. 
Conformal group in (3+1) dimensions is SO(4,2). Isometry group of 8/9: is also SO(4,2). 

 
(iii) Coupling constants and the dictionary : Both string theory (or gravity) and quantum field 

theory come with coupling constant. In field theory side the coupling constant is the ‘t 
Hooft coupling ? = *@A

( BC. On the other hand, in string theory side a natural coupling is 
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(. When ? is very large 
(strongly coupled field theory) D′ is very small. Classical gravity in AdS space (not full 
string theory). Massive states of string theory have masses inversely proportional to 
different powers of D′. Thus, in D′ → 0 limit all the massive states are infinitely heavy and 
decouple. Therefore, we are only left with classical supergravity (massless excitations). 

 
(iv) Field-Operator mapping (Witten 1997) :   Another important machinery in the AdS/CFT 

correspondence is the mapping between bulk fields and boundary operators. Witten 
proposed that the boundary values of supergravity fields acts as a source to the 
corresponding operator in the field theory side. To be more explicit, let us dene the string 
theory partition function as,  

	

QG = /RS	exp	[−9[RS]]
S

 

where RS′" are different string theory fields. Since AdS is a space with a boundary, we 
need to specify the boundary values for these fields to compute the partition function. Let 
us denote the boundary value of the field RS 	→ 	RSY. Therefore, the partition function is, 
in general a function of the boundary values RSY	of the fields QG[RSY]. On the other hand, 
CFT partition function is given by QZ[\[]SY], where ]S′" are source for CFT operators Ŝ. 
Witten conjectured that there is a one to one correspondence between boundary operators 
and bulk fields and boundary values of these bulk fields act as source for the corresponding 
boundary operators and two partition functions are same with RSY = ]S. Therefore, any 
CFT correlators can be computed in the string theory or bulk set up and then the final 
result can be mapped to CFT side, using the dictionary. For example, if we want to 
compute correlation function of boundary stress tensor _̀ a then the corresponding bulk 
field is metric *`a. We need to first calculate the bulk partition function (string 
theory/gravity partition function). Then following above conjecture we can find the n-
point correlation function of boundary operators by taking functional derivative of the 
bulk partition function with respect to the boundary values of the corresponding bulk 
fields. We shall use these in the context of shear viscosity computation. 
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c) Bulk partition function  
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When the CFT is in large ‘t Hooft coupling and large N limit the corresponding bulk theory 
is classical z: → 0. Dominant contribution to the partition function comes from classical path. 
Therefore, in  z: → 0 limit Free energy is given by 
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d) Find eom for ä, solve the eom with infalling boundary condition and boundary value äÑ. 
 

e) Any on-shell action can be written as an eom piece and a boundary term. Therefore 
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f) Finally,  
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g) It turns out to be 
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h) Entropy density is given by horizon area 
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There are other techniques to find transport coefficients holographically [Minwalla and company, 
2006]. Locally boosted black brane metric method.  
 
KSS Bound  
 

• KSS (Kovtun, Son and Starinets) speculated that the ratio η/s has a lower bound 
(Phys.Rev.Lett. 94 (2005) 11160) 

j
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≥
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for all relativistic quantum field theories at finite temperature and zero chemical potential. 
The inequality is saturated by theories with gravity duals.  
 

• There are several pieces of evidence supporting this conjecture. The first one is based on the 
Heisenberg uncertainty principle and kinetic theory. The viscosity is proportional to the 
energy density ε and the mean free time τ. On the other hand the entropy density is 
proportional to the number density n. Therefore η/s � ετ/n � Eτ where E is the average particle 
energy. Thus, from the Heisenberg principle for time-energy, we obtain the bound modulo the 
numerical constant. Another important hint to establish the bound comes from the 
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String theory Side

String length :  

The solution is given by 
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Gravity (or string theory) lives in AdS space. The 8/9: space can be thought of as a five 
dimensional ball. The ball has a boundary at 1	 → ∞. The boundary coordinates are (t, x, 
y, z) with an induced metric /"( = 	 1((−/3( + /4( + /5( + /6(). The field theory is 
living on the boundary of this AdS space. 
 

(ii) The CFT : Conformal field theory. A field theory with conformal symmetry. Conformal 
transformations are set of transformations under which flat metric remains flat up to a 
conformal factor. Translations (4), rotations (3) and boosts (3) are part of conformal 
transformations (subgroup). In addition conformal transformations consists of scaling (1) 
and special conformal transformations (4). Total 15 transformations. 15 generators. 
Conformal group in (3+1) dimensions is SO(4,2). Isometry group of 8/9: is also SO(4,2). 

 
(iii) Coupling constants and the dictionary : Both string theory (or gravity) and quantum field 

theory come with coupling constant. In field theory side the coupling constant is the ‘t 
Hooft coupling ? = *@A

( BC. On the other hand, in string theory side a natural coupling is 

DE = 	 FG
( . The AdS/CFT dictionary is ? = 	 '
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(. When ? is very large 
(strongly coupled field theory) D′ is very small. Classical gravity in AdS space (not full 
string theory). Massive states of string theory have masses inversely proportional to 
different powers of D′. Thus, in D′ → 0 limit all the massive states are infinitely heavy and 
decouple. Therefore, we are only left with classical supergravity (massless excitations). 

 
(iv) Field-Operator mapping (Witten 1997) :   Another important machinery in the AdS/CFT 

correspondence is the mapping between bulk fields and boundary operators. Witten 
proposed that the boundary values of supergravity fields acts as a source to the 
corresponding operator in the field theory side. To be more explicit, let us dene the string 
theory partition function as,  

	

QG = /RS	exp	[−9[RS]]
S

 

where RS′" are different string theory fields. Since AdS is a space with a boundary, we 
need to specify the boundary values for these fields to compute the partition function. Let 
us denote the boundary value of the field RS 	→ 	RSY. Therefore, the partition function is, 
in general a function of the boundary values RSY	of the fields QG[RSY]. On the other hand, 
CFT partition function is given by QZ[\[]SY], where ]S′" are source for CFT operators Ŝ. 
Witten conjectured that there is a one to one correspondence between boundary operators 
and bulk fields and boundary values of these bulk fields act as source for the corresponding 
boundary operators and two partition functions are same with RSY = ]S. Therefore, any 
CFT correlators can be computed in the string theory or bulk set up and then the final 
result can be mapped to CFT side, using the dictionary. For example, if we want to 
compute correlation function of boundary stress tensor _̀ a then the corresponding bulk 
field is metric *`a. We need to first calculate the bulk partition function (string 
theory/gravity partition function). Then following above conjecture we can find the n-
point correlation function of boundary operators by taking functional derivative of the 
bulk partition function with respect to the boundary values of the corresponding bulk 
fields. We shall use these in the context of shear viscosity computation. 

 

String Coupling :  

• Type IIB superstring theory on AdS5 × S5 where both AdS5 and S5 have the same
radius L, where the 5-form F+

5 has integer flux N =
∫
S5 F+

5 and where the string
coupling is gs;

• N = 4 super-Yang-Mills theory in 4-dimensions, with gauge group SU(N) and Yang-
Mills coupling gY M in its (super)conformal phase;

with the following identifications between the parameters of both theories,

gs = g2
Y M L4 = 4πgsN(α′)2 (5.15)

and the axion expectation value equals the SYM instanton angle ⟨C⟩ = θI . Precisely what
is meant by equivalence or duality will be the subject of the remainder of this section, as
well as of the next one. In brief, equivalence includes a precise map between the states
(and fields) on the superstring side and the local gauge invariant operators on the N = 4
SYM side, as well as a correspondence between the correlators in both theories.

The above statement of the conjecture is referred to as the strong form, as it is to
hold for all values of N and of gs = g2

Y M . String theory quantization on a general curved
manifold (including AdS5 ×S5), however, appears to be very difficult and is at present out
of reach. Therefore, it is natural to seek limits in which the Maldacena conjecture becomes
more tractable but still remains non-trivial.

5.4.1 The ‘t Hooft Limit

The ‘t Hooft limit consists in keeping the ‘t Hooft coupling λ ≡ g2
Y MN = gsN fixed and

letting N → ∞. In Yang-Mills theory, this limit is well-defined, at least in perturbation
theory, and corresponds to a topological expansion of the field theory’s Feynman diagrams.
On the AdS side, one may interpret the ‘t Hooft limit as follows. The string coupling may
be re-expressed in terms of the ‘t Hooft coupling as gs = λ/N . Since λ is being kept fixed,
the ‘t Hooft limit corresponds to weak coupling string perturbation theory.

This form of the conjecture, though weaker than the original version is still a very
powerful correspondence between classical string theory and the large N limit of gauge
theories. The problem of finding an action built out of classical fields to which the large
N limit of gauge theories are classical solutions is a challenge that had been outstanding
since ‘t Hooft’s original paper [8]. The above correspondence gives a concrete, though still
ill-understood, realization of this “large N master-equation”.

5.4.2 The Large λ Limit

In taking the ‘t Hooft limit, λ = gsN is kept fixed while N → ∞. Once this limit has been
taken, the only parameter left is λ. Quantum field theory perturbation theory corresponds
to λ ≪ 1. On the AdS side of the correspondence, it is actually natural to take λ ≫ 1
instead. It is very instructive to establish the meaning of an expansion around λ large.
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★ Both string theory (or gravity) and quantum field 
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constants)

Newton’s constant : 

Fina Examination

PHY 303 : Quantum Mechanics - I

Full Marks : 50 Time : 3 hours

Attempt all question.

1. A particle (spin 0) is moving in (x, y) plane (two dimensional system)

with �1 < x < 1 and 0  y  L. A magnetic field of strength B is

passing perpendicularly through the plane. Suppose the Hamiltonian of

the system is given by

H =
1

2m
p
2
x +

1

2m
(py + eB x)

2
.

Find out the energy levels and the ground state wave function of the

system. [20]

Hint : py commutes with H.

2. Consider a particle moving in three dimensions under the influence of

a central force

V (r, ✓,�) =
1

2
kr

2
.

Find out the energy levels of the system. What is the degeneracy of the

third excited state ? [20]

3. Show that in one dimension the bound state (discrete) energy eigen-

values are non-degenerate. [10]

Hint : Prove this by contradiction. Consider two wave functions  1(x)

and  2(x) are two linearly independent wave functions with same energy

E of an one dimensional Hamiltonian.

GN ⇠ g
2
s
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Gravity (or string theory) lives in AdS space. The 8/9: space can be thought of as a five 
dimensional ball. The ball has a boundary at 1	 → ∞. The boundary coordinates are (t, x, 
y, z) with an induced metric /"( = 	 1((−/3( + /4( + /5( + /6(). The field theory is 
living on the boundary of this AdS space. 
 

(ii) The CFT : Conformal field theory. A field theory with conformal symmetry. Conformal 
transformations are set of transformations under which flat metric remains flat up to a 
conformal factor. Translations (4), rotations (3) and boosts (3) are part of conformal 
transformations (subgroup). In addition conformal transformations consists of scaling (1) 
and special conformal transformations (4). Total 15 transformations. 15 generators. 
Conformal group in (3+1) dimensions is SO(4,2). Isometry group of 8/9: is also SO(4,2). 

 
(iii) Coupling constants and the dictionary : Both string theory (or gravity) and quantum field 

theory come with coupling constant. In field theory side the coupling constant is the ‘t 
Hooft coupling ? = *@A

( BC. On the other hand, in string theory side a natural coupling is 

DE = 	 FG
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(. When ? is very large 
(strongly coupled field theory) D′ is very small. Classical gravity in AdS space (not full 
string theory). Massive states of string theory have masses inversely proportional to 
different powers of D′. Thus, in D′ → 0 limit all the massive states are infinitely heavy and 
decouple. Therefore, we are only left with classical supergravity (massless excitations). 

 
(iv) Field-Operator mapping (Witten 1997) :   Another important machinery in the AdS/CFT 

correspondence is the mapping between bulk fields and boundary operators. Witten 
proposed that the boundary values of supergravity fields acts as a source to the 
corresponding operator in the field theory side. To be more explicit, let us dene the string 
theory partition function as,  

	

QG = /RS	exp	[−9[RS]]
S

 

where RS′" are different string theory fields. Since AdS is a space with a boundary, we 
need to specify the boundary values for these fields to compute the partition function. Let 
us denote the boundary value of the field RS 	→ 	RSY. Therefore, the partition function is, 
in general a function of the boundary values RSY	of the fields QG[RSY]. On the other hand, 
CFT partition function is given by QZ[\[]SY], where ]S′" are source for CFT operators Ŝ. 
Witten conjectured that there is a one to one correspondence between boundary operators 
and bulk fields and boundary values of these bulk fields act as source for the corresponding 
boundary operators and two partition functions are same with RSY = ]S. Therefore, any 
CFT correlators can be computed in the string theory or bulk set up and then the final 
result can be mapped to CFT side, using the dictionary. For example, if we want to 
compute correlation function of boundary stress tensor _̀ a then the corresponding bulk 
field is metric *`a. We need to first calculate the bulk partition function (string 
theory/gravity partition function). Then following above conjecture we can find the n-
point correlation function of boundary operators by taking functional derivative of the 
bulk partition function with respect to the boundary values of the corresponding bulk 
fields. We shall use these in the context of shear viscosity computation. 

 

String Coupling :  

• Type IIB superstring theory on AdS5 × S5 where both AdS5 and S5 have the same
radius L, where the 5-form F+

5 has integer flux N =
∫
S5 F+

5 and where the string
coupling is gs;

• N = 4 super-Yang-Mills theory in 4-dimensions, with gauge group SU(N) and Yang-
Mills coupling gY M in its (super)conformal phase;

with the following identifications between the parameters of both theories,

gs = g2
Y M L4 = 4πgsN(α′)2 (5.15)

and the axion expectation value equals the SYM instanton angle ⟨C⟩ = θI . Precisely what
is meant by equivalence or duality will be the subject of the remainder of this section, as
well as of the next one. In brief, equivalence includes a precise map between the states
(and fields) on the superstring side and the local gauge invariant operators on the N = 4
SYM side, as well as a correspondence between the correlators in both theories.

The above statement of the conjecture is referred to as the strong form, as it is to
hold for all values of N and of gs = g2

Y M . String theory quantization on a general curved
manifold (including AdS5 ×S5), however, appears to be very difficult and is at present out
of reach. Therefore, it is natural to seek limits in which the Maldacena conjecture becomes
more tractable but still remains non-trivial.

5.4.1 The ‘t Hooft Limit

The ‘t Hooft limit consists in keeping the ‘t Hooft coupling λ ≡ g2
Y MN = gsN fixed and

letting N → ∞. In Yang-Mills theory, this limit is well-defined, at least in perturbation
theory, and corresponds to a topological expansion of the field theory’s Feynman diagrams.
On the AdS side, one may interpret the ‘t Hooft limit as follows. The string coupling may
be re-expressed in terms of the ‘t Hooft coupling as gs = λ/N . Since λ is being kept fixed,
the ‘t Hooft limit corresponds to weak coupling string perturbation theory.

This form of the conjecture, though weaker than the original version is still a very
powerful correspondence between classical string theory and the large N limit of gauge
theories. The problem of finding an action built out of classical fields to which the large
N limit of gauge theories are classical solutions is a challenge that had been outstanding
since ‘t Hooft’s original paper [8]. The above correspondence gives a concrete, though still
ill-understood, realization of this “large N master-equation”.

5.4.2 The Large λ Limit

In taking the ‘t Hooft limit, λ = gsN is kept fixed while N → ∞. Once this limit has been
taken, the only parameter left is λ. Quantum field theory perturbation theory corresponds
to λ ≪ 1. On the AdS side of the correspondence, it is actually natural to take λ ≫ 1
instead. It is very instructive to establish the meaning of an expansion around λ large.
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’t Hooft Coupling :

Rank of gauge group :
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Gravity (or string theory) lives in AdS space. The 8/9: space can be thought of as a five 
dimensional ball. The ball has a boundary at 1	 → ∞. The boundary coordinates are (t, x, 
y, z) with an induced metric /"( = 	 1((−/3( + /4( + /5( + /6(). The field theory is 
living on the boundary of this AdS space. 
 

(ii) The CFT : Conformal field theory. A field theory with conformal symmetry. Conformal 
transformations are set of transformations under which flat metric remains flat up to a 
conformal factor. Translations (4), rotations (3) and boosts (3) are part of conformal 
transformations (subgroup). In addition conformal transformations consists of scaling (1) 
and special conformal transformations (4). Total 15 transformations. 15 generators. 
Conformal group in (3+1) dimensions is SO(4,2). Isometry group of 8/9: is also SO(4,2). 

 
(iii) Coupling constants and the dictionary : Both string theory (or gravity) and quantum field 

theory come with coupling constant. In field theory side the coupling constant is the ‘t 
Hooft coupling ? = *@A

( BC. On the other hand, in string theory side a natural coupling is 
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(. When ? is very large 
(strongly coupled field theory) D′ is very small. Classical gravity in AdS space (not full 
string theory). Massive states of string theory have masses inversely proportional to 
different powers of D′. Thus, in D′ → 0 limit all the massive states are infinitely heavy and 
decouple. Therefore, we are only left with classical supergravity (massless excitations). 

 
(iv) Field-Operator mapping (Witten 1997) :   Another important machinery in the AdS/CFT 

correspondence is the mapping between bulk fields and boundary operators. Witten 
proposed that the boundary values of supergravity fields acts as a source to the 
corresponding operator in the field theory side. To be more explicit, let us dene the string 
theory partition function as,  

	

QG = /RS	exp	[−9[RS]]
S

 

where RS′" are different string theory fields. Since AdS is a space with a boundary, we 
need to specify the boundary values for these fields to compute the partition function. Let 
us denote the boundary value of the field RS 	→ 	RSY. Therefore, the partition function is, 
in general a function of the boundary values RSY	of the fields QG[RSY]. On the other hand, 
CFT partition function is given by QZ[\[]SY], where ]S′" are source for CFT operators Ŝ. 
Witten conjectured that there is a one to one correspondence between boundary operators 
and bulk fields and boundary values of these bulk fields act as source for the corresponding 
boundary operators and two partition functions are same with RSY = ]S. Therefore, any 
CFT correlators can be computed in the string theory or bulk set up and then the final 
result can be mapped to CFT side, using the dictionary. For example, if we want to 
compute correlation function of boundary stress tensor _̀ a then the corresponding bulk 
field is metric *`a. We need to first calculate the bulk partition function (string 
theory/gravity partition function). Then following above conjecture we can find the n-
point correlation function of boundary operators by taking functional derivative of the 
bulk partition function with respect to the boundary values of the corresponding bulk 
fields. We shall use these in the context of shear viscosity computation. 

 

schematic form

L ∼ Tr(dΦidΦi) + gY McijkTr(ΦiΦjΦk) + g2
Y MdijklTr(ΦiΦjΦkΦl), (1.2)

for some constants cijk and dijkl (where we have assumed that the interactions are
SU(N)-invariant; mass terms can also be added and do not change the analysis).
Rescaling the fields by Φ̃i ≡ gY MΦi, the Lagrangian becomes

L ∼ 1

g2
Y M

[
Tr(dΦ̃idΦ̃i) + cijkTr(Φ̃iΦ̃jΦ̃k) + dijklTr(Φ̃iΦ̃jΦ̃kΦ̃l)

]
, (1.3)

with a coefficient of 1/g2
Y M = N/λ in front of the whole Lagrangian.

Now, we can ask what happens to correlation functions in the limit of large N
with constant λ. Naively, this is a classical limit since the coefficient in front of the
Lagrangian diverges, but in fact this is not true since the number of components in
the fields also goes to infinity in this limit. We can write the Feynman diagrams of
the theory (1.3) in a double line notation, in which an adjoint field Φa is represented
as a direct product of a fundamental and an anti-fundamental field, Φi

j , as in figure
1.1. The interaction vertices we wrote are all consistent with this sort of notation. The
propagators are also consistent with it in a U(N) theory; in an SU(N) theory there is
a small mixing term

〈
Φi

jΦ
k
l

〉
∝ (δi

lδ
j
k −

1

N
δi
jδ

k
l ), (1.4)

which makes the expansion slightly more complicated, but this involves only subleading
terms in the large N limit so we will neglect this difference here. Ignoring the second
term the propagator for the adjoint field is (in terms of the index structure) like that of a
fundamental-anti-fundamental pair. Thus, any Feynman diagram of adjoint fields may
be viewed as a network of double lines. Let us begin by analyzing vacuum diagrams
(the generalization to adding external fields is simple and will be discussed below). In
such a diagram we can view these double lines as forming the edges in a simplicial
decomposition (for example, it could be a triangulation) of a surface, if we view each
single-line loop as the perimeter of a face of the simplicial decomposition. The resulting
surface will be oriented since the lines have an orientation (in one direction for a
fundamental index and in the opposite direction for an anti-fundamental index). When
we compactify space by adding a point at infinity, each diagram thus corresponds to a
compact, closed, oriented surface.

What is the power of N and λ associated with such a diagram? From the form
of (1.3) it is clear that each vertex carries a coefficient proportional to N/λ, while
propagators are proportional to λ/N . Additional powers of N come from the sum over
the indices in the loops, which gives a factor of N for each loop in the diagram (since
each index has N possible values). Thus, we find that a diagram with V vertices, E
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★ Both string theory (or gravity) and quantum field 
theory come with parameters (including coupling 
constants)
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1. A particle (spin 0) is moving in (x, y) plane (two dimensional system)

with �1 < x < 1 and 0  y  L. A magnetic field of strength B is

passing perpendicularly through the plane. Suppose the Hamiltonian of

the system is given by

H =
1

2m
p
2
x +
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2m
(py + eB x)

2
.

Find out the energy levels and the ground state wave function of the

system. [20]

Hint : py commutes with H.

2. Consider a particle moving in three dimensions under the influence of

a central force

V (r, ✓,�) =
1

2
kr

2
.

Find out the energy levels of the system. What is the degeneracy of the

third excited state ? [20]

3. Show that in one dimension the bound state (discrete) energy eigen-

values are non-degenerate. [10]

Hint : Prove this by contradiction. Consider two wave functions  1(x)

and  2(x) are two linearly independent wave functions with same energy

E of an one dimensional Hamiltonian.
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The  AdS/CFT correspondence
A little mathematical detail

The Dictionary

String theory Side CFT Side

String length :  

The solution is given by 

/"( = 	
0(/1(

1(
+
1(

0(
−/3( + /4( + /5( + /6( . 

 
Gravity (or string theory) lives in AdS space. The 8/9: space can be thought of as a five 
dimensional ball. The ball has a boundary at 1	 → ∞. The boundary coordinates are (t, x, 
y, z) with an induced metric /"( = 	 1((−/3( + /4( + /5( + /6(). The field theory is 
living on the boundary of this AdS space. 
 

(ii) The CFT : Conformal field theory. A field theory with conformal symmetry. Conformal 
transformations are set of transformations under which flat metric remains flat up to a 
conformal factor. Translations (4), rotations (3) and boosts (3) are part of conformal 
transformations (subgroup). In addition conformal transformations consists of scaling (1) 
and special conformal transformations (4). Total 15 transformations. 15 generators. 
Conformal group in (3+1) dimensions is SO(4,2). Isometry group of 8/9: is also SO(4,2). 

 
(iii) Coupling constants and the dictionary : Both string theory (or gravity) and quantum field 

theory come with coupling constant. In field theory side the coupling constant is the ‘t 
Hooft coupling ? = *@A

( BC. On the other hand, in string theory side a natural coupling is 

DE = 	 FG
( . The AdS/CFT dictionary is ? = 	 '

HI

-.

JK

(

 and '
LM
	~	BC

(. When ? is very large 
(strongly coupled field theory) D′ is very small. Classical gravity in AdS space (not full 
string theory). Massive states of string theory have masses inversely proportional to 
different powers of D′. Thus, in D′ → 0 limit all the massive states are infinitely heavy and 
decouple. Therefore, we are only left with classical supergravity (massless excitations). 

 
(iv) Field-Operator mapping (Witten 1997) :   Another important machinery in the AdS/CFT 

correspondence is the mapping between bulk fields and boundary operators. Witten 
proposed that the boundary values of supergravity fields acts as a source to the 
corresponding operator in the field theory side. To be more explicit, let us dene the string 
theory partition function as,  

	

QG = /RS	exp	[−9[RS]]
S

 

where RS′" are different string theory fields. Since AdS is a space with a boundary, we 
need to specify the boundary values for these fields to compute the partition function. Let 
us denote the boundary value of the field RS 	→ 	RSY. Therefore, the partition function is, 
in general a function of the boundary values RSY	of the fields QG[RSY]. On the other hand, 
CFT partition function is given by QZ[\[]SY], where ]S′" are source for CFT operators Ŝ. 
Witten conjectured that there is a one to one correspondence between boundary operators 
and bulk fields and boundary values of these bulk fields act as source for the corresponding 
boundary operators and two partition functions are same with RSY = ]S. Therefore, any 
CFT correlators can be computed in the string theory or bulk set up and then the final 
result can be mapped to CFT side, using the dictionary. For example, if we want to 
compute correlation function of boundary stress tensor _̀ a then the corresponding bulk 
field is metric *`a. We need to first calculate the bulk partition function (string 
theory/gravity partition function). Then following above conjecture we can find the n-
point correlation function of boundary operators by taking functional derivative of the 
bulk partition function with respect to the boundary values of the corresponding bulk 
fields. We shall use these in the context of shear viscosity computation. 

 

String Coupling :  

• Type IIB superstring theory on AdS5 × S5 where both AdS5 and S5 have the same
radius L, where the 5-form F+

5 has integer flux N =
∫
S5 F+

5 and where the string
coupling is gs;

• N = 4 super-Yang-Mills theory in 4-dimensions, with gauge group SU(N) and Yang-
Mills coupling gY M in its (super)conformal phase;

with the following identifications between the parameters of both theories,

gs = g2
Y M L4 = 4πgsN(α′)2 (5.15)

and the axion expectation value equals the SYM instanton angle ⟨C⟩ = θI . Precisely what
is meant by equivalence or duality will be the subject of the remainder of this section, as
well as of the next one. In brief, equivalence includes a precise map between the states
(and fields) on the superstring side and the local gauge invariant operators on the N = 4
SYM side, as well as a correspondence between the correlators in both theories.

The above statement of the conjecture is referred to as the strong form, as it is to
hold for all values of N and of gs = g2

Y M . String theory quantization on a general curved
manifold (including AdS5 ×S5), however, appears to be very difficult and is at present out
of reach. Therefore, it is natural to seek limits in which the Maldacena conjecture becomes
more tractable but still remains non-trivial.

5.4.1 The ‘t Hooft Limit

The ‘t Hooft limit consists in keeping the ‘t Hooft coupling λ ≡ g2
Y MN = gsN fixed and

letting N → ∞. In Yang-Mills theory, this limit is well-defined, at least in perturbation
theory, and corresponds to a topological expansion of the field theory’s Feynman diagrams.
On the AdS side, one may interpret the ‘t Hooft limit as follows. The string coupling may
be re-expressed in terms of the ‘t Hooft coupling as gs = λ/N . Since λ is being kept fixed,
the ‘t Hooft limit corresponds to weak coupling string perturbation theory.

This form of the conjecture, though weaker than the original version is still a very
powerful correspondence between classical string theory and the large N limit of gauge
theories. The problem of finding an action built out of classical fields to which the large
N limit of gauge theories are classical solutions is a challenge that had been outstanding
since ‘t Hooft’s original paper [8]. The above correspondence gives a concrete, though still
ill-understood, realization of this “large N master-equation”.

5.4.2 The Large λ Limit

In taking the ‘t Hooft limit, λ = gsN is kept fixed while N → ∞. Once this limit has been
taken, the only parameter left is λ. Quantum field theory perturbation theory corresponds
to λ ≪ 1. On the AdS side of the correspondence, it is actually natural to take λ ≫ 1
instead. It is very instructive to establish the meaning of an expansion around λ large.
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Rank of gauge group :
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(ii) The CFT : Conformal field theory. A field theory with conformal symmetry. Conformal 
transformations are set of transformations under which flat metric remains flat up to a 
conformal factor. Translations (4), rotations (3) and boosts (3) are part of conformal 
transformations (subgroup). In addition conformal transformations consists of scaling (1) 
and special conformal transformations (4). Total 15 transformations. 15 generators. 
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(. When ? is very large 
(strongly coupled field theory) D′ is very small. Classical gravity in AdS space (not full 
string theory). Massive states of string theory have masses inversely proportional to 
different powers of D′. Thus, in D′ → 0 limit all the massive states are infinitely heavy and 
decouple. Therefore, we are only left with classical supergravity (massless excitations). 

 
(iv) Field-Operator mapping (Witten 1997) :   Another important machinery in the AdS/CFT 

correspondence is the mapping between bulk fields and boundary operators. Witten 
proposed that the boundary values of supergravity fields acts as a source to the 
corresponding operator in the field theory side. To be more explicit, let us dene the string 
theory partition function as,  

	

QG = /RS	exp	[−9[RS]]
S

 

where RS′" are different string theory fields. Since AdS is a space with a boundary, we 
need to specify the boundary values for these fields to compute the partition function. Let 
us denote the boundary value of the field RS 	→ 	RSY. Therefore, the partition function is, 
in general a function of the boundary values RSY	of the fields QG[RSY]. On the other hand, 
CFT partition function is given by QZ[\[]SY], where ]S′" are source for CFT operators Ŝ. 
Witten conjectured that there is a one to one correspondence between boundary operators 
and bulk fields and boundary values of these bulk fields act as source for the corresponding 
boundary operators and two partition functions are same with RSY = ]S. Therefore, any 
CFT correlators can be computed in the string theory or bulk set up and then the final 
result can be mapped to CFT side, using the dictionary. For example, if we want to 
compute correlation function of boundary stress tensor _̀ a then the corresponding bulk 
field is metric *`a. We need to first calculate the bulk partition function (string 
theory/gravity partition function). Then following above conjecture we can find the n-
point correlation function of boundary operators by taking functional derivative of the 
bulk partition function with respect to the boundary values of the corresponding bulk 
fields. We shall use these in the context of shear viscosity computation. 

 

schematic form

L ∼ Tr(dΦidΦi) + gY McijkTr(ΦiΦjΦk) + g2
Y MdijklTr(ΦiΦjΦkΦl), (1.2)

for some constants cijk and dijkl (where we have assumed that the interactions are
SU(N)-invariant; mass terms can also be added and do not change the analysis).
Rescaling the fields by Φ̃i ≡ gY MΦi, the Lagrangian becomes

L ∼ 1

g2
Y M

[
Tr(dΦ̃idΦ̃i) + cijkTr(Φ̃iΦ̃jΦ̃k) + dijklTr(Φ̃iΦ̃jΦ̃kΦ̃l)

]
, (1.3)

with a coefficient of 1/g2
Y M = N/λ in front of the whole Lagrangian.

Now, we can ask what happens to correlation functions in the limit of large N
with constant λ. Naively, this is a classical limit since the coefficient in front of the
Lagrangian diverges, but in fact this is not true since the number of components in
the fields also goes to infinity in this limit. We can write the Feynman diagrams of
the theory (1.3) in a double line notation, in which an adjoint field Φa is represented
as a direct product of a fundamental and an anti-fundamental field, Φi

j , as in figure
1.1. The interaction vertices we wrote are all consistent with this sort of notation. The
propagators are also consistent with it in a U(N) theory; in an SU(N) theory there is
a small mixing term

〈
Φi

jΦ
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l

〉
∝ (δi

lδ
j
k −

1

N
δi
jδ

k
l ), (1.4)

which makes the expansion slightly more complicated, but this involves only subleading
terms in the large N limit so we will neglect this difference here. Ignoring the second
term the propagator for the adjoint field is (in terms of the index structure) like that of a
fundamental-anti-fundamental pair. Thus, any Feynman diagram of adjoint fields may
be viewed as a network of double lines. Let us begin by analyzing vacuum diagrams
(the generalization to adding external fields is simple and will be discussed below). In
such a diagram we can view these double lines as forming the edges in a simplicial
decomposition (for example, it could be a triangulation) of a surface, if we view each
single-line loop as the perimeter of a face of the simplicial decomposition. The resulting
surface will be oriented since the lines have an orientation (in one direction for a
fundamental index and in the opposite direction for an anti-fundamental index). When
we compactify space by adding a point at infinity, each diagram thus corresponds to a
compact, closed, oriented surface.

What is the power of N and λ associated with such a diagram? From the form
of (1.3) it is clear that each vertex carries a coefficient proportional to N/λ, while
propagators are proportional to λ/N . Additional powers of N come from the sum over
the indices in the loops, which gives a factor of N for each loop in the diagram (since
each index has N possible values). Thus, we find that a diagram with V vertices, E
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• Type IIB superstring theory on AdS5 × S5 where both AdS5 and S5 have the same
radius L, where the 5-form F+

5 has integer flux N =
∫
S5 F+

5 and where the string
coupling is gs;

• N = 4 super-Yang-Mills theory in 4-dimensions, with gauge group SU(N) and Yang-
Mills coupling gY M in its (super)conformal phase;

with the following identifications between the parameters of both theories,

gs = g2
Y M L4 = 4πgsN(α′)2 (5.15)

and the axion expectation value equals the SYM instanton angle ⟨C⟩ = θI . Precisely what
is meant by equivalence or duality will be the subject of the remainder of this section, as
well as of the next one. In brief, equivalence includes a precise map between the states
(and fields) on the superstring side and the local gauge invariant operators on the N = 4
SYM side, as well as a correspondence between the correlators in both theories.

The above statement of the conjecture is referred to as the strong form, as it is to
hold for all values of N and of gs = g2

Y M . String theory quantization on a general curved
manifold (including AdS5 ×S5), however, appears to be very difficult and is at present out
of reach. Therefore, it is natural to seek limits in which the Maldacena conjecture becomes
more tractable but still remains non-trivial.

5.4.1 The ‘t Hooft Limit

The ‘t Hooft limit consists in keeping the ‘t Hooft coupling λ ≡ g2
Y MN = gsN fixed and

letting N → ∞. In Yang-Mills theory, this limit is well-defined, at least in perturbation
theory, and corresponds to a topological expansion of the field theory’s Feynman diagrams.
On the AdS side, one may interpret the ‘t Hooft limit as follows. The string coupling may
be re-expressed in terms of the ‘t Hooft coupling as gs = λ/N . Since λ is being kept fixed,
the ‘t Hooft limit corresponds to weak coupling string perturbation theory.

This form of the conjecture, though weaker than the original version is still a very
powerful correspondence between classical string theory and the large N limit of gauge
theories. The problem of finding an action built out of classical fields to which the large
N limit of gauge theories are classical solutions is a challenge that had been outstanding
since ‘t Hooft’s original paper [8]. The above correspondence gives a concrete, though still
ill-understood, realization of this “large N master-equation”.

5.4.2 The Large λ Limit

In taking the ‘t Hooft limit, λ = gsN is kept fixed while N → ∞. Once this limit has been
taken, the only parameter left is λ. Quantum field theory perturbation theory corresponds
to λ ≪ 1. On the AdS side of the correspondence, it is actually natural to take λ ≫ 1
instead. It is very instructive to establish the meaning of an expansion around λ large.
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★ Identification between the parameters of both sides

★ Both string theory (or gravity) and quantum field 
theory come with parameters (including coupling 
constants)
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1. A particle (spin 0) is moving in (x, y) plane (two dimensional system)

with �1 < x < 1 and 0  y  L. A magnetic field of strength B is

passing perpendicularly through the plane. Suppose the Hamiltonian of

the system is given by

H =
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(py + eB x)

2
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Find out the energy levels and the ground state wave function of the

system. [20]

Hint : py commutes with H.

2. Consider a particle moving in three dimensions under the influence of

a central force
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Find out the energy levels of the system. What is the degeneracy of the

third excited state ? [20]

3. Show that in one dimension the bound state (discrete) energy eigen-

values are non-degenerate. [10]

Hint : Prove this by contradiction. Consider two wave functions  1(x)

and  2(x) are two linearly independent wave functions with same energy

E of an one dimensional Hamiltonian.
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The  AdS/CFT correspondence
A little mathematical detail

The Dictionary

String theory Side CFT Side

String length :  

The solution is given by 

/"( = 	
0(/1(

1(
+
1(

0(
−/3( + /4( + /5( + /6( . 

 
Gravity (or string theory) lives in AdS space. The 8/9: space can be thought of as a five 
dimensional ball. The ball has a boundary at 1	 → ∞. The boundary coordinates are (t, x, 
y, z) with an induced metric /"( = 	 1((−/3( + /4( + /5( + /6(). The field theory is 
living on the boundary of this AdS space. 
 

(ii) The CFT : Conformal field theory. A field theory with conformal symmetry. Conformal 
transformations are set of transformations under which flat metric remains flat up to a 
conformal factor. Translations (4), rotations (3) and boosts (3) are part of conformal 
transformations (subgroup). In addition conformal transformations consists of scaling (1) 
and special conformal transformations (4). Total 15 transformations. 15 generators. 
Conformal group in (3+1) dimensions is SO(4,2). Isometry group of 8/9: is also SO(4,2). 

 
(iii) Coupling constants and the dictionary : Both string theory (or gravity) and quantum field 

theory come with coupling constant. In field theory side the coupling constant is the ‘t 
Hooft coupling ? = *@A

( BC. On the other hand, in string theory side a natural coupling is 

DE = 	 FG
( . The AdS/CFT dictionary is ? = 	 '

HI
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JK

(

 and '
LM
	~	BC

(. When ? is very large 
(strongly coupled field theory) D′ is very small. Classical gravity in AdS space (not full 
string theory). Massive states of string theory have masses inversely proportional to 
different powers of D′. Thus, in D′ → 0 limit all the massive states are infinitely heavy and 
decouple. Therefore, we are only left with classical supergravity (massless excitations). 

 
(iv) Field-Operator mapping (Witten 1997) :   Another important machinery in the AdS/CFT 

correspondence is the mapping between bulk fields and boundary operators. Witten 
proposed that the boundary values of supergravity fields acts as a source to the 
corresponding operator in the field theory side. To be more explicit, let us dene the string 
theory partition function as,  

	

QG = /RS	exp	[−9[RS]]
S

 

where RS′" are different string theory fields. Since AdS is a space with a boundary, we 
need to specify the boundary values for these fields to compute the partition function. Let 
us denote the boundary value of the field RS 	→ 	RSY. Therefore, the partition function is, 
in general a function of the boundary values RSY	of the fields QG[RSY]. On the other hand, 
CFT partition function is given by QZ[\[]SY], where ]S′" are source for CFT operators Ŝ. 
Witten conjectured that there is a one to one correspondence between boundary operators 
and bulk fields and boundary values of these bulk fields act as source for the corresponding 
boundary operators and two partition functions are same with RSY = ]S. Therefore, any 
CFT correlators can be computed in the string theory or bulk set up and then the final 
result can be mapped to CFT side, using the dictionary. For example, if we want to 
compute correlation function of boundary stress tensor _̀ a then the corresponding bulk 
field is metric *`a. We need to first calculate the bulk partition function (string 
theory/gravity partition function). Then following above conjecture we can find the n-
point correlation function of boundary operators by taking functional derivative of the 
bulk partition function with respect to the boundary values of the corresponding bulk 
fields. We shall use these in the context of shear viscosity computation. 

 

String Coupling :  

• Type IIB superstring theory on AdS5 × S5 where both AdS5 and S5 have the same
radius L, where the 5-form F+

5 has integer flux N =
∫
S5 F+

5 and where the string
coupling is gs;

• N = 4 super-Yang-Mills theory in 4-dimensions, with gauge group SU(N) and Yang-
Mills coupling gY M in its (super)conformal phase;

with the following identifications between the parameters of both theories,

gs = g2
Y M L4 = 4πgsN(α′)2 (5.15)

and the axion expectation value equals the SYM instanton angle ⟨C⟩ = θI . Precisely what
is meant by equivalence or duality will be the subject of the remainder of this section, as
well as of the next one. In brief, equivalence includes a precise map between the states
(and fields) on the superstring side and the local gauge invariant operators on the N = 4
SYM side, as well as a correspondence between the correlators in both theories.

The above statement of the conjecture is referred to as the strong form, as it is to
hold for all values of N and of gs = g2

Y M . String theory quantization on a general curved
manifold (including AdS5 ×S5), however, appears to be very difficult and is at present out
of reach. Therefore, it is natural to seek limits in which the Maldacena conjecture becomes
more tractable but still remains non-trivial.

5.4.1 The ‘t Hooft Limit

The ‘t Hooft limit consists in keeping the ‘t Hooft coupling λ ≡ g2
Y MN = gsN fixed and

letting N → ∞. In Yang-Mills theory, this limit is well-defined, at least in perturbation
theory, and corresponds to a topological expansion of the field theory’s Feynman diagrams.
On the AdS side, one may interpret the ‘t Hooft limit as follows. The string coupling may
be re-expressed in terms of the ‘t Hooft coupling as gs = λ/N . Since λ is being kept fixed,
the ‘t Hooft limit corresponds to weak coupling string perturbation theory.

This form of the conjecture, though weaker than the original version is still a very
powerful correspondence between classical string theory and the large N limit of gauge
theories. The problem of finding an action built out of classical fields to which the large
N limit of gauge theories are classical solutions is a challenge that had been outstanding
since ‘t Hooft’s original paper [8]. The above correspondence gives a concrete, though still
ill-understood, realization of this “large N master-equation”.

5.4.2 The Large λ Limit

In taking the ‘t Hooft limit, λ = gsN is kept fixed while N → ∞. Once this limit has been
taken, the only parameter left is λ. Quantum field theory perturbation theory corresponds
to λ ≪ 1. On the AdS side of the correspondence, it is actually natural to take λ ≫ 1
instead. It is very instructive to establish the meaning of an expansion around λ large.
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dimensional ball. The ball has a boundary at 1	 → ∞. The boundary coordinates are (t, x, 
y, z) with an induced metric /"( = 	 1((−/3( + /4( + /5( + /6(). The field theory is 
living on the boundary of this AdS space. 
 

(ii) The CFT : Conformal field theory. A field theory with conformal symmetry. Conformal 
transformations are set of transformations under which flat metric remains flat up to a 
conformal factor. Translations (4), rotations (3) and boosts (3) are part of conformal 
transformations (subgroup). In addition conformal transformations consists of scaling (1) 
and special conformal transformations (4). Total 15 transformations. 15 generators. 
Conformal group in (3+1) dimensions is SO(4,2). Isometry group of 8/9: is also SO(4,2). 

 
(iii) Coupling constants and the dictionary : Both string theory (or gravity) and quantum field 
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(. When ? is very large 
(strongly coupled field theory) D′ is very small. Classical gravity in AdS space (not full 
string theory). Massive states of string theory have masses inversely proportional to 
different powers of D′. Thus, in D′ → 0 limit all the massive states are infinitely heavy and 
decouple. Therefore, we are only left with classical supergravity (massless excitations). 

 
(iv) Field-Operator mapping (Witten 1997) :   Another important machinery in the AdS/CFT 

correspondence is the mapping between bulk fields and boundary operators. Witten 
proposed that the boundary values of supergravity fields acts as a source to the 
corresponding operator in the field theory side. To be more explicit, let us dene the string 
theory partition function as,  

	

QG = /RS	exp	[−9[RS]]
S

 

where RS′" are different string theory fields. Since AdS is a space with a boundary, we 
need to specify the boundary values for these fields to compute the partition function. Let 
us denote the boundary value of the field RS 	→ 	RSY. Therefore, the partition function is, 
in general a function of the boundary values RSY	of the fields QG[RSY]. On the other hand, 
CFT partition function is given by QZ[\[]SY], where ]S′" are source for CFT operators Ŝ. 
Witten conjectured that there is a one to one correspondence between boundary operators 
and bulk fields and boundary values of these bulk fields act as source for the corresponding 
boundary operators and two partition functions are same with RSY = ]S. Therefore, any 
CFT correlators can be computed in the string theory or bulk set up and then the final 
result can be mapped to CFT side, using the dictionary. For example, if we want to 
compute correlation function of boundary stress tensor _̀ a then the corresponding bulk 
field is metric *`a. We need to first calculate the bulk partition function (string 
theory/gravity partition function). Then following above conjecture we can find the n-
point correlation function of boundary operators by taking functional derivative of the 
bulk partition function with respect to the boundary values of the corresponding bulk 
fields. We shall use these in the context of shear viscosity computation. 

 

schematic form

L ∼ Tr(dΦidΦi) + gY McijkTr(ΦiΦjΦk) + g2
Y MdijklTr(ΦiΦjΦkΦl), (1.2)

for some constants cijk and dijkl (where we have assumed that the interactions are
SU(N)-invariant; mass terms can also be added and do not change the analysis).
Rescaling the fields by Φ̃i ≡ gY MΦi, the Lagrangian becomes

L ∼ 1

g2
Y M

[
Tr(dΦ̃idΦ̃i) + cijkTr(Φ̃iΦ̃jΦ̃k) + dijklTr(Φ̃iΦ̃jΦ̃kΦ̃l)

]
, (1.3)

with a coefficient of 1/g2
Y M = N/λ in front of the whole Lagrangian.

Now, we can ask what happens to correlation functions in the limit of large N
with constant λ. Naively, this is a classical limit since the coefficient in front of the
Lagrangian diverges, but in fact this is not true since the number of components in
the fields also goes to infinity in this limit. We can write the Feynman diagrams of
the theory (1.3) in a double line notation, in which an adjoint field Φa is represented
as a direct product of a fundamental and an anti-fundamental field, Φi

j , as in figure
1.1. The interaction vertices we wrote are all consistent with this sort of notation. The
propagators are also consistent with it in a U(N) theory; in an SU(N) theory there is
a small mixing term

〈
Φi

jΦ
k
l

〉
∝ (δi

lδ
j
k −

1

N
δi
jδ

k
l ), (1.4)

which makes the expansion slightly more complicated, but this involves only subleading
terms in the large N limit so we will neglect this difference here. Ignoring the second
term the propagator for the adjoint field is (in terms of the index structure) like that of a
fundamental-anti-fundamental pair. Thus, any Feynman diagram of adjoint fields may
be viewed as a network of double lines. Let us begin by analyzing vacuum diagrams
(the generalization to adding external fields is simple and will be discussed below). In
such a diagram we can view these double lines as forming the edges in a simplicial
decomposition (for example, it could be a triangulation) of a surface, if we view each
single-line loop as the perimeter of a face of the simplicial decomposition. The resulting
surface will be oriented since the lines have an orientation (in one direction for a
fundamental index and in the opposite direction for an anti-fundamental index). When
we compactify space by adding a point at infinity, each diagram thus corresponds to a
compact, closed, oriented surface.

What is the power of N and λ associated with such a diagram? From the form
of (1.3) it is clear that each vertex carries a coefficient proportional to N/λ, while
propagators are proportional to λ/N . Additional powers of N come from the sum over
the indices in the loops, which gives a factor of N for each loop in the diagram (since
each index has N possible values). Thus, we find that a diagram with V vertices, E
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• Type IIB superstring theory on AdS5 × S5 where both AdS5 and S5 have the same
radius L, where the 5-form F+

5 has integer flux N =
∫
S5 F+

5 and where the string
coupling is gs;

• N = 4 super-Yang-Mills theory in 4-dimensions, with gauge group SU(N) and Yang-
Mills coupling gY M in its (super)conformal phase;

with the following identifications between the parameters of both theories,

gs = g2
Y M L4 = 4πgsN(α′)2 (5.15)

and the axion expectation value equals the SYM instanton angle ⟨C⟩ = θI . Precisely what
is meant by equivalence or duality will be the subject of the remainder of this section, as
well as of the next one. In brief, equivalence includes a precise map between the states
(and fields) on the superstring side and the local gauge invariant operators on the N = 4
SYM side, as well as a correspondence between the correlators in both theories.

The above statement of the conjecture is referred to as the strong form, as it is to
hold for all values of N and of gs = g2

Y M . String theory quantization on a general curved
manifold (including AdS5 ×S5), however, appears to be very difficult and is at present out
of reach. Therefore, it is natural to seek limits in which the Maldacena conjecture becomes
more tractable but still remains non-trivial.

5.4.1 The ‘t Hooft Limit

The ‘t Hooft limit consists in keeping the ‘t Hooft coupling λ ≡ g2
Y MN = gsN fixed and

letting N → ∞. In Yang-Mills theory, this limit is well-defined, at least in perturbation
theory, and corresponds to a topological expansion of the field theory’s Feynman diagrams.
On the AdS side, one may interpret the ‘t Hooft limit as follows. The string coupling may
be re-expressed in terms of the ‘t Hooft coupling as gs = λ/N . Since λ is being kept fixed,
the ‘t Hooft limit corresponds to weak coupling string perturbation theory.

This form of the conjecture, though weaker than the original version is still a very
powerful correspondence between classical string theory and the large N limit of gauge
theories. The problem of finding an action built out of classical fields to which the large
N limit of gauge theories are classical solutions is a challenge that had been outstanding
since ‘t Hooft’s original paper [8]. The above correspondence gives a concrete, though still
ill-understood, realization of this “large N master-equation”.

5.4.2 The Large λ Limit

In taking the ‘t Hooft limit, λ = gsN is kept fixed while N → ∞. Once this limit has been
taken, the only parameter left is λ. Quantum field theory perturbation theory corresponds
to λ ≪ 1. On the AdS side of the correspondence, it is actually natural to take λ ≫ 1
instead. It is very instructive to establish the meaning of an expansion around λ large.
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★ Identification between the parameters of both sides

★ Both string theory (or gravity) and quantum field 
theory come with parameters (including coupling 
constants)

Newton’s constant : 

Fina Examination
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Attempt all question.

1. A particle (spin 0) is moving in (x, y) plane (two dimensional system)

with �1 < x < 1 and 0  y  L. A magnetic field of strength B is

passing perpendicularly through the plane. Suppose the Hamiltonian of

the system is given by

H =
1

2m
p
2
x +

1

2m
(py + eB x)

2
.

Find out the energy levels and the ground state wave function of the

system. [20]

Hint : py commutes with H.

2. Consider a particle moving in three dimensions under the influence of

a central force

V (r, ✓,�) =
1

2
kr

2
.

Find out the energy levels of the system. What is the degeneracy of the

third excited state ? [20]

3. Show that in one dimension the bound state (discrete) energy eigen-

values are non-degenerate. [10]

Hint : Prove this by contradiction. Consider two wave functions  1(x)

and  2(x) are two linearly independent wave functions with same energy

E of an one dimensional Hamiltonian.

GN ⇠ g
2
s

★We consider Large  N limit. Both QFT and string 
theory are tractable.



The  AdS/CFT correspondence
A little mathematical detail

The Dictionary

String theory Side CFT Side

String length :  

The solution is given by 

/"( = 	
0(/1(

1(
+
1(

0(
−/3( + /4( + /5( + /6( . 

 
Gravity (or string theory) lives in AdS space. The 8/9: space can be thought of as a five 
dimensional ball. The ball has a boundary at 1	 → ∞. The boundary coordinates are (t, x, 
y, z) with an induced metric /"( = 	 1((−/3( + /4( + /5( + /6(). The field theory is 
living on the boundary of this AdS space. 
 

(ii) The CFT : Conformal field theory. A field theory with conformal symmetry. Conformal 
transformations are set of transformations under which flat metric remains flat up to a 
conformal factor. Translations (4), rotations (3) and boosts (3) are part of conformal 
transformations (subgroup). In addition conformal transformations consists of scaling (1) 
and special conformal transformations (4). Total 15 transformations. 15 generators. 
Conformal group in (3+1) dimensions is SO(4,2). Isometry group of 8/9: is also SO(4,2). 

 
(iii) Coupling constants and the dictionary : Both string theory (or gravity) and quantum field 

theory come with coupling constant. In field theory side the coupling constant is the ‘t 
Hooft coupling ? = *@A

( BC. On the other hand, in string theory side a natural coupling is 

DE = 	 FG
( . The AdS/CFT dictionary is ? = 	 '
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(. When ? is very large 
(strongly coupled field theory) D′ is very small. Classical gravity in AdS space (not full 
string theory). Massive states of string theory have masses inversely proportional to 
different powers of D′. Thus, in D′ → 0 limit all the massive states are infinitely heavy and 
decouple. Therefore, we are only left with classical supergravity (massless excitations). 

 
(iv) Field-Operator mapping (Witten 1997) :   Another important machinery in the AdS/CFT 

correspondence is the mapping between bulk fields and boundary operators. Witten 
proposed that the boundary values of supergravity fields acts as a source to the 
corresponding operator in the field theory side. To be more explicit, let us dene the string 
theory partition function as,  

	

QG = /RS	exp	[−9[RS]]
S

 

where RS′" are different string theory fields. Since AdS is a space with a boundary, we 
need to specify the boundary values for these fields to compute the partition function. Let 
us denote the boundary value of the field RS 	→ 	RSY. Therefore, the partition function is, 
in general a function of the boundary values RSY	of the fields QG[RSY]. On the other hand, 
CFT partition function is given by QZ[\[]SY], where ]S′" are source for CFT operators Ŝ. 
Witten conjectured that there is a one to one correspondence between boundary operators 
and bulk fields and boundary values of these bulk fields act as source for the corresponding 
boundary operators and two partition functions are same with RSY = ]S. Therefore, any 
CFT correlators can be computed in the string theory or bulk set up and then the final 
result can be mapped to CFT side, using the dictionary. For example, if we want to 
compute correlation function of boundary stress tensor _̀ a then the corresponding bulk 
field is metric *`a. We need to first calculate the bulk partition function (string 
theory/gravity partition function). Then following above conjecture we can find the n-
point correlation function of boundary operators by taking functional derivative of the 
bulk partition function with respect to the boundary values of the corresponding bulk 
fields. We shall use these in the context of shear viscosity computation. 

 

String Coupling :  

• Type IIB superstring theory on AdS5 × S5 where both AdS5 and S5 have the same
radius L, where the 5-form F+

5 has integer flux N =
∫
S5 F+

5 and where the string
coupling is gs;

• N = 4 super-Yang-Mills theory in 4-dimensions, with gauge group SU(N) and Yang-
Mills coupling gY M in its (super)conformal phase;

with the following identifications between the parameters of both theories,

gs = g2
Y M L4 = 4πgsN(α′)2 (5.15)

and the axion expectation value equals the SYM instanton angle ⟨C⟩ = θI . Precisely what
is meant by equivalence or duality will be the subject of the remainder of this section, as
well as of the next one. In brief, equivalence includes a precise map between the states
(and fields) on the superstring side and the local gauge invariant operators on the N = 4
SYM side, as well as a correspondence between the correlators in both theories.

The above statement of the conjecture is referred to as the strong form, as it is to
hold for all values of N and of gs = g2

Y M . String theory quantization on a general curved
manifold (including AdS5 ×S5), however, appears to be very difficult and is at present out
of reach. Therefore, it is natural to seek limits in which the Maldacena conjecture becomes
more tractable but still remains non-trivial.

5.4.1 The ‘t Hooft Limit

The ‘t Hooft limit consists in keeping the ‘t Hooft coupling λ ≡ g2
Y MN = gsN fixed and

letting N → ∞. In Yang-Mills theory, this limit is well-defined, at least in perturbation
theory, and corresponds to a topological expansion of the field theory’s Feynman diagrams.
On the AdS side, one may interpret the ‘t Hooft limit as follows. The string coupling may
be re-expressed in terms of the ‘t Hooft coupling as gs = λ/N . Since λ is being kept fixed,
the ‘t Hooft limit corresponds to weak coupling string perturbation theory.

This form of the conjecture, though weaker than the original version is still a very
powerful correspondence between classical string theory and the large N limit of gauge
theories. The problem of finding an action built out of classical fields to which the large
N limit of gauge theories are classical solutions is a challenge that had been outstanding
since ‘t Hooft’s original paper [8]. The above correspondence gives a concrete, though still
ill-understood, realization of this “large N master-equation”.

5.4.2 The Large λ Limit

In taking the ‘t Hooft limit, λ = gsN is kept fixed while N → ∞. Once this limit has been
taken, the only parameter left is λ. Quantum field theory perturbation theory corresponds
to λ ≪ 1. On the AdS side of the correspondence, it is actually natural to take λ ≫ 1
instead. It is very instructive to establish the meaning of an expansion around λ large.
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’t Hooft Coupling :

Rank of gauge group :

The solution is given by 
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0(
−/3( + /4( + /5( + /6( . 

 
Gravity (or string theory) lives in AdS space. The 8/9: space can be thought of as a five 
dimensional ball. The ball has a boundary at 1	 → ∞. The boundary coordinates are (t, x, 
y, z) with an induced metric /"( = 	 1((−/3( + /4( + /5( + /6(). The field theory is 
living on the boundary of this AdS space. 
 

(ii) The CFT : Conformal field theory. A field theory with conformal symmetry. Conformal 
transformations are set of transformations under which flat metric remains flat up to a 
conformal factor. Translations (4), rotations (3) and boosts (3) are part of conformal 
transformations (subgroup). In addition conformal transformations consists of scaling (1) 
and special conformal transformations (4). Total 15 transformations. 15 generators. 
Conformal group in (3+1) dimensions is SO(4,2). Isometry group of 8/9: is also SO(4,2). 

 
(iii) Coupling constants and the dictionary : Both string theory (or gravity) and quantum field 

theory come with coupling constant. In field theory side the coupling constant is the ‘t 
Hooft coupling ? = *@A

( BC. On the other hand, in string theory side a natural coupling is 

DE = 	 FG
( . The AdS/CFT dictionary is ? = 	 '
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(. When ? is very large 
(strongly coupled field theory) D′ is very small. Classical gravity in AdS space (not full 
string theory). Massive states of string theory have masses inversely proportional to 
different powers of D′. Thus, in D′ → 0 limit all the massive states are infinitely heavy and 
decouple. Therefore, we are only left with classical supergravity (massless excitations). 

 
(iv) Field-Operator mapping (Witten 1997) :   Another important machinery in the AdS/CFT 

correspondence is the mapping between bulk fields and boundary operators. Witten 
proposed that the boundary values of supergravity fields acts as a source to the 
corresponding operator in the field theory side. To be more explicit, let us dene the string 
theory partition function as,  

	

QG = /RS	exp	[−9[RS]]
S

 

where RS′" are different string theory fields. Since AdS is a space with a boundary, we 
need to specify the boundary values for these fields to compute the partition function. Let 
us denote the boundary value of the field RS 	→ 	RSY. Therefore, the partition function is, 
in general a function of the boundary values RSY	of the fields QG[RSY]. On the other hand, 
CFT partition function is given by QZ[\[]SY], where ]S′" are source for CFT operators Ŝ. 
Witten conjectured that there is a one to one correspondence between boundary operators 
and bulk fields and boundary values of these bulk fields act as source for the corresponding 
boundary operators and two partition functions are same with RSY = ]S. Therefore, any 
CFT correlators can be computed in the string theory or bulk set up and then the final 
result can be mapped to CFT side, using the dictionary. For example, if we want to 
compute correlation function of boundary stress tensor _̀ a then the corresponding bulk 
field is metric *`a. We need to first calculate the bulk partition function (string 
theory/gravity partition function). Then following above conjecture we can find the n-
point correlation function of boundary operators by taking functional derivative of the 
bulk partition function with respect to the boundary values of the corresponding bulk 
fields. We shall use these in the context of shear viscosity computation. 

 

schematic form

L ∼ Tr(dΦidΦi) + gY McijkTr(ΦiΦjΦk) + g2
Y MdijklTr(ΦiΦjΦkΦl), (1.2)

for some constants cijk and dijkl (where we have assumed that the interactions are
SU(N)-invariant; mass terms can also be added and do not change the analysis).
Rescaling the fields by Φ̃i ≡ gY MΦi, the Lagrangian becomes

L ∼ 1

g2
Y M

[
Tr(dΦ̃idΦ̃i) + cijkTr(Φ̃iΦ̃jΦ̃k) + dijklTr(Φ̃iΦ̃jΦ̃kΦ̃l)

]
, (1.3)

with a coefficient of 1/g2
Y M = N/λ in front of the whole Lagrangian.

Now, we can ask what happens to correlation functions in the limit of large N
with constant λ. Naively, this is a classical limit since the coefficient in front of the
Lagrangian diverges, but in fact this is not true since the number of components in
the fields also goes to infinity in this limit. We can write the Feynman diagrams of
the theory (1.3) in a double line notation, in which an adjoint field Φa is represented
as a direct product of a fundamental and an anti-fundamental field, Φi

j , as in figure
1.1. The interaction vertices we wrote are all consistent with this sort of notation. The
propagators are also consistent with it in a U(N) theory; in an SU(N) theory there is
a small mixing term

〈
Φi

jΦ
k
l

〉
∝ (δi

lδ
j
k −

1

N
δi
jδ

k
l ), (1.4)

which makes the expansion slightly more complicated, but this involves only subleading
terms in the large N limit so we will neglect this difference here. Ignoring the second
term the propagator for the adjoint field is (in terms of the index structure) like that of a
fundamental-anti-fundamental pair. Thus, any Feynman diagram of adjoint fields may
be viewed as a network of double lines. Let us begin by analyzing vacuum diagrams
(the generalization to adding external fields is simple and will be discussed below). In
such a diagram we can view these double lines as forming the edges in a simplicial
decomposition (for example, it could be a triangulation) of a surface, if we view each
single-line loop as the perimeter of a face of the simplicial decomposition. The resulting
surface will be oriented since the lines have an orientation (in one direction for a
fundamental index and in the opposite direction for an anti-fundamental index). When
we compactify space by adding a point at infinity, each diagram thus corresponds to a
compact, closed, oriented surface.

What is the power of N and λ associated with such a diagram? From the form
of (1.3) it is clear that each vertex carries a coefficient proportional to N/λ, while
propagators are proportional to λ/N . Additional powers of N come from the sum over
the indices in the loops, which gives a factor of N for each loop in the diagram (since
each index has N possible values). Thus, we find that a diagram with V vertices, E
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• Type IIB superstring theory on AdS5 × S5 where both AdS5 and S5 have the same
radius L, where the 5-form F+

5 has integer flux N =
∫
S5 F+

5 and where the string
coupling is gs;

• N = 4 super-Yang-Mills theory in 4-dimensions, with gauge group SU(N) and Yang-
Mills coupling gY M in its (super)conformal phase;

with the following identifications between the parameters of both theories,

gs = g2
Y M L4 = 4πgsN(α′)2 (5.15)

and the axion expectation value equals the SYM instanton angle ⟨C⟩ = θI . Precisely what
is meant by equivalence or duality will be the subject of the remainder of this section, as
well as of the next one. In brief, equivalence includes a precise map between the states
(and fields) on the superstring side and the local gauge invariant operators on the N = 4
SYM side, as well as a correspondence between the correlators in both theories.

The above statement of the conjecture is referred to as the strong form, as it is to
hold for all values of N and of gs = g2

Y M . String theory quantization on a general curved
manifold (including AdS5 ×S5), however, appears to be very difficult and is at present out
of reach. Therefore, it is natural to seek limits in which the Maldacena conjecture becomes
more tractable but still remains non-trivial.

5.4.1 The ‘t Hooft Limit

The ‘t Hooft limit consists in keeping the ‘t Hooft coupling λ ≡ g2
Y MN = gsN fixed and

letting N → ∞. In Yang-Mills theory, this limit is well-defined, at least in perturbation
theory, and corresponds to a topological expansion of the field theory’s Feynman diagrams.
On the AdS side, one may interpret the ‘t Hooft limit as follows. The string coupling may
be re-expressed in terms of the ‘t Hooft coupling as gs = λ/N . Since λ is being kept fixed,
the ‘t Hooft limit corresponds to weak coupling string perturbation theory.

This form of the conjecture, though weaker than the original version is still a very
powerful correspondence between classical string theory and the large N limit of gauge
theories. The problem of finding an action built out of classical fields to which the large
N limit of gauge theories are classical solutions is a challenge that had been outstanding
since ‘t Hooft’s original paper [8]. The above correspondence gives a concrete, though still
ill-understood, realization of this “large N master-equation”.

5.4.2 The Large λ Limit

In taking the ‘t Hooft limit, λ = gsN is kept fixed while N → ∞. Once this limit has been
taken, the only parameter left is λ. Quantum field theory perturbation theory corresponds
to λ ≪ 1. On the AdS side of the correspondence, it is actually natural to take λ ≫ 1
instead. It is very instructive to establish the meaning of an expansion around λ large.
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★ Identification between the parameters of both sides

★ Both string theory (or gravity) and quantum field 
theory come with parameters (including coupling 
constants)
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Attempt all question.

1. A particle (spin 0) is moving in (x, y) plane (two dimensional system)

with �1 < x < 1 and 0  y  L. A magnetic field of strength B is

passing perpendicularly through the plane. Suppose the Hamiltonian of

the system is given by

H =
1

2m
p
2
x +

1

2m
(py + eB x)

2
.

Find out the energy levels and the ground state wave function of the

system. [20]

Hint : py commutes with H.

2. Consider a particle moving in three dimensions under the influence of

a central force

V (r, ✓,�) =
1

2
kr

2
.

Find out the energy levels of the system. What is the degeneracy of the

third excited state ? [20]

3. Show that in one dimension the bound state (discrete) energy eigen-

values are non-degenerate. [10]

Hint : Prove this by contradiction. Consider two wave functions  1(x)

and  2(x) are two linearly independent wave functions with same energy

E of an one dimensional Hamiltonian.
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★We consider Large  N limit. Both QFT and string 
theory are tractable.

Small ’t Hooft coupling

QFT is in weak coupling side - perturbation holds

String theory side : Small        ,  Large       
                   ——   Not easily tractable

• Type IIB superstring theory on AdS5 × S5 where both AdS5 and S5 have the same
radius L, where the 5-form F+

5 has integer flux N =
∫
S5 F+

5 and where the string
coupling is gs;

• N = 4 super-Yang-Mills theory in 4-dimensions, with gauge group SU(N) and Yang-
Mills coupling gY M in its (super)conformal phase;

with the following identifications between the parameters of both theories,

gs = g2
Y M L4 = 4πgsN(α′)2 (5.15)

and the axion expectation value equals the SYM instanton angle ⟨C⟩ = θI . Precisely what
is meant by equivalence or duality will be the subject of the remainder of this section, as
well as of the next one. In brief, equivalence includes a precise map between the states
(and fields) on the superstring side and the local gauge invariant operators on the N = 4
SYM side, as well as a correspondence between the correlators in both theories.

The above statement of the conjecture is referred to as the strong form, as it is to
hold for all values of N and of gs = g2

Y M . String theory quantization on a general curved
manifold (including AdS5 ×S5), however, appears to be very difficult and is at present out
of reach. Therefore, it is natural to seek limits in which the Maldacena conjecture becomes
more tractable but still remains non-trivial.

5.4.1 The ‘t Hooft Limit

The ‘t Hooft limit consists in keeping the ‘t Hooft coupling λ ≡ g2
Y MN = gsN fixed and

letting N → ∞. In Yang-Mills theory, this limit is well-defined, at least in perturbation
theory, and corresponds to a topological expansion of the field theory’s Feynman diagrams.
On the AdS side, one may interpret the ‘t Hooft limit as follows. The string coupling may
be re-expressed in terms of the ‘t Hooft coupling as gs = λ/N . Since λ is being kept fixed,
the ‘t Hooft limit corresponds to weak coupling string perturbation theory.

This form of the conjecture, though weaker than the original version is still a very
powerful correspondence between classical string theory and the large N limit of gauge
theories. The problem of finding an action built out of classical fields to which the large
N limit of gauge theories are classical solutions is a challenge that had been outstanding
since ‘t Hooft’s original paper [8]. The above correspondence gives a concrete, though still
ill-understood, realization of this “large N master-equation”.

5.4.2 The Large λ Limit

In taking the ‘t Hooft limit, λ = gsN is kept fixed while N → ∞. Once this limit has been
taken, the only parameter left is λ. Quantum field theory perturbation theory corresponds
to λ ≪ 1. On the AdS side of the correspondence, it is actually natural to take λ ≫ 1
instead. It is very instructive to establish the meaning of an expansion around λ large.
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• Type IIB superstring theory on AdS5 × S5 where both AdS5 and S5 have the same
radius L, where the 5-form F+

5 has integer flux N =
∫
S5 F+

5 and where the string
coupling is gs;

• N = 4 super-Yang-Mills theory in 4-dimensions, with gauge group SU(N) and Yang-
Mills coupling gY M in its (super)conformal phase;

with the following identifications between the parameters of both theories,

gs = g2
Y M L4 = 4πgsN(α′)2 (5.15)

and the axion expectation value equals the SYM instanton angle ⟨C⟩ = θI . Precisely what
is meant by equivalence or duality will be the subject of the remainder of this section, as
well as of the next one. In brief, equivalence includes a precise map between the states
(and fields) on the superstring side and the local gauge invariant operators on the N = 4
SYM side, as well as a correspondence between the correlators in both theories.

The above statement of the conjecture is referred to as the strong form, as it is to
hold for all values of N and of gs = g2

Y M . String theory quantization on a general curved
manifold (including AdS5 ×S5), however, appears to be very difficult and is at present out
of reach. Therefore, it is natural to seek limits in which the Maldacena conjecture becomes
more tractable but still remains non-trivial.

5.4.1 The ‘t Hooft Limit

The ‘t Hooft limit consists in keeping the ‘t Hooft coupling λ ≡ g2
Y MN = gsN fixed and

letting N → ∞. In Yang-Mills theory, this limit is well-defined, at least in perturbation
theory, and corresponds to a topological expansion of the field theory’s Feynman diagrams.
On the AdS side, one may interpret the ‘t Hooft limit as follows. The string coupling may
be re-expressed in terms of the ‘t Hooft coupling as gs = λ/N . Since λ is being kept fixed,
the ‘t Hooft limit corresponds to weak coupling string perturbation theory.

This form of the conjecture, though weaker than the original version is still a very
powerful correspondence between classical string theory and the large N limit of gauge
theories. The problem of finding an action built out of classical fields to which the large
N limit of gauge theories are classical solutions is a challenge that had been outstanding
since ‘t Hooft’s original paper [8]. The above correspondence gives a concrete, though still
ill-understood, realization of this “large N master-equation”.

5.4.2 The Large λ Limit

In taking the ‘t Hooft limit, λ = gsN is kept fixed while N → ∞. Once this limit has been
taken, the only parameter left is λ. Quantum field theory perturbation theory corresponds
to λ ≪ 1. On the AdS side of the correspondence, it is actually natural to take λ ≫ 1
instead. It is very instructive to establish the meaning of an expansion around λ large.
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The  AdS/CFT correspondence
A little mathematical detail
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schematic form

L ∼ Tr(dΦidΦi) + gY McijkTr(ΦiΦjΦk) + g2
Y MdijklTr(ΦiΦjΦkΦl), (1.2)

for some constants cijk and dijkl (where we have assumed that the interactions are
SU(N)-invariant; mass terms can also be added and do not change the analysis).
Rescaling the fields by Φ̃i ≡ gY MΦi, the Lagrangian becomes

L ∼ 1

g2
Y M

[
Tr(dΦ̃idΦ̃i) + cijkTr(Φ̃iΦ̃jΦ̃k) + dijklTr(Φ̃iΦ̃jΦ̃kΦ̃l)

]
, (1.3)

with a coefficient of 1/g2
Y M = N/λ in front of the whole Lagrangian.

Now, we can ask what happens to correlation functions in the limit of large N
with constant λ. Naively, this is a classical limit since the coefficient in front of the
Lagrangian diverges, but in fact this is not true since the number of components in
the fields also goes to infinity in this limit. We can write the Feynman diagrams of
the theory (1.3) in a double line notation, in which an adjoint field Φa is represented
as a direct product of a fundamental and an anti-fundamental field, Φi

j , as in figure
1.1. The interaction vertices we wrote are all consistent with this sort of notation. The
propagators are also consistent with it in a U(N) theory; in an SU(N) theory there is
a small mixing term

〈
Φi

jΦ
k
l

〉
∝ (δi

lδ
j
k −

1

N
δi
jδ

k
l ), (1.4)

which makes the expansion slightly more complicated, but this involves only subleading
terms in the large N limit so we will neglect this difference here. Ignoring the second
term the propagator for the adjoint field is (in terms of the index structure) like that of a
fundamental-anti-fundamental pair. Thus, any Feynman diagram of adjoint fields may
be viewed as a network of double lines. Let us begin by analyzing vacuum diagrams
(the generalization to adding external fields is simple and will be discussed below). In
such a diagram we can view these double lines as forming the edges in a simplicial
decomposition (for example, it could be a triangulation) of a surface, if we view each
single-line loop as the perimeter of a face of the simplicial decomposition. The resulting
surface will be oriented since the lines have an orientation (in one direction for a
fundamental index and in the opposite direction for an anti-fundamental index). When
we compactify space by adding a point at infinity, each diagram thus corresponds to a
compact, closed, oriented surface.

What is the power of N and λ associated with such a diagram? From the form
of (1.3) it is clear that each vertex carries a coefficient proportional to N/λ, while
propagators are proportional to λ/N . Additional powers of N come from the sum over
the indices in the loops, which gives a factor of N for each loop in the diagram (since
each index has N possible values). Thus, we find that a diagram with V vertices, E
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• Type IIB superstring theory on AdS5 × S5 where both AdS5 and S5 have the same
radius L, where the 5-form F+

5 has integer flux N =
∫
S5 F+

5 and where the string
coupling is gs;

• N = 4 super-Yang-Mills theory in 4-dimensions, with gauge group SU(N) and Yang-
Mills coupling gY M in its (super)conformal phase;

with the following identifications between the parameters of both theories,

gs = g2
Y M L4 = 4πgsN(α′)2 (5.15)

and the axion expectation value equals the SYM instanton angle ⟨C⟩ = θI . Precisely what
is meant by equivalence or duality will be the subject of the remainder of this section, as
well as of the next one. In brief, equivalence includes a precise map between the states
(and fields) on the superstring side and the local gauge invariant operators on the N = 4
SYM side, as well as a correspondence between the correlators in both theories.

The above statement of the conjecture is referred to as the strong form, as it is to
hold for all values of N and of gs = g2

Y M . String theory quantization on a general curved
manifold (including AdS5 ×S5), however, appears to be very difficult and is at present out
of reach. Therefore, it is natural to seek limits in which the Maldacena conjecture becomes
more tractable but still remains non-trivial.

5.4.1 The ‘t Hooft Limit

The ‘t Hooft limit consists in keeping the ‘t Hooft coupling λ ≡ g2
Y MN = gsN fixed and

letting N → ∞. In Yang-Mills theory, this limit is well-defined, at least in perturbation
theory, and corresponds to a topological expansion of the field theory’s Feynman diagrams.
On the AdS side, one may interpret the ‘t Hooft limit as follows. The string coupling may
be re-expressed in terms of the ‘t Hooft coupling as gs = λ/N . Since λ is being kept fixed,
the ‘t Hooft limit corresponds to weak coupling string perturbation theory.

This form of the conjecture, though weaker than the original version is still a very
powerful correspondence between classical string theory and the large N limit of gauge
theories. The problem of finding an action built out of classical fields to which the large
N limit of gauge theories are classical solutions is a challenge that had been outstanding
since ‘t Hooft’s original paper [8]. The above correspondence gives a concrete, though still
ill-understood, realization of this “large N master-equation”.

5.4.2 The Large λ Limit

In taking the ‘t Hooft limit, λ = gsN is kept fixed while N → ∞. Once this limit has been
taken, the only parameter left is λ. Quantum field theory perturbation theory corresponds
to λ ≪ 1. On the AdS side of the correspondence, it is actually natural to take λ ≫ 1
instead. It is very instructive to establish the meaning of an expansion around λ large.
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★ Identification between the parameters of both sides

★ Both string theory (or gravity) and quantum field 
theory come with parameters (including coupling 
constants)

Newton’s constant : 

Fina Examination

PHY 303 : Quantum Mechanics - I

Full Marks : 50 Time : 3 hours

Attempt all question.

1. A particle (spin 0) is moving in (x, y) plane (two dimensional system)

with �1 < x < 1 and 0  y  L. A magnetic field of strength B is

passing perpendicularly through the plane. Suppose the Hamiltonian of

the system is given by

H =
1

2m
p
2
x +

1

2m
(py + eB x)

2
.

Find out the energy levels and the ground state wave function of the

system. [20]

Hint : py commutes with H.

2. Consider a particle moving in three dimensions under the influence of

a central force

V (r, ✓,�) =
1

2
kr

2
.

Find out the energy levels of the system. What is the degeneracy of the

third excited state ? [20]

3. Show that in one dimension the bound state (discrete) energy eigen-

values are non-degenerate. [10]

Hint : Prove this by contradiction. Consider two wave functions  1(x)

and  2(x) are two linearly independent wave functions with same energy

E of an one dimensional Hamiltonian.

GN ⇠ g
2
s

★We consider Large  N limit. Both QFT and string 
theory are tractable.

Small ’t Hooft coupling

QFT is in weak coupling side - perturbation holds

String theory side : Small        ,  Large       
                   ——   Not easily tractable
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coupling is gs;

• N = 4 super-Yang-Mills theory in 4-dimensions, with gauge group SU(N) and Yang-
Mills coupling gY M in its (super)conformal phase;

with the following identifications between the parameters of both theories,

gs = g2
Y M L4 = 4πgsN(α′)2 (5.15)

and the axion expectation value equals the SYM instanton angle ⟨C⟩ = θI . Precisely what
is meant by equivalence or duality will be the subject of the remainder of this section, as
well as of the next one. In brief, equivalence includes a precise map between the states
(and fields) on the superstring side and the local gauge invariant operators on the N = 4
SYM side, as well as a correspondence between the correlators in both theories.

The above statement of the conjecture is referred to as the strong form, as it is to
hold for all values of N and of gs = g2

Y M . String theory quantization on a general curved
manifold (including AdS5 ×S5), however, appears to be very difficult and is at present out
of reach. Therefore, it is natural to seek limits in which the Maldacena conjecture becomes
more tractable but still remains non-trivial.

5.4.1 The ‘t Hooft Limit

The ‘t Hooft limit consists in keeping the ‘t Hooft coupling λ ≡ g2
Y MN = gsN fixed and

letting N → ∞. In Yang-Mills theory, this limit is well-defined, at least in perturbation
theory, and corresponds to a topological expansion of the field theory’s Feynman diagrams.
On the AdS side, one may interpret the ‘t Hooft limit as follows. The string coupling may
be re-expressed in terms of the ‘t Hooft coupling as gs = λ/N . Since λ is being kept fixed,
the ‘t Hooft limit corresponds to weak coupling string perturbation theory.

This form of the conjecture, though weaker than the original version is still a very
powerful correspondence between classical string theory and the large N limit of gauge
theories. The problem of finding an action built out of classical fields to which the large
N limit of gauge theories are classical solutions is a challenge that had been outstanding
since ‘t Hooft’s original paper [8]. The above correspondence gives a concrete, though still
ill-understood, realization of this “large N master-equation”.

5.4.2 The Large λ Limit

In taking the ‘t Hooft limit, λ = gsN is kept fixed while N → ∞. Once this limit has been
taken, the only parameter left is λ. Quantum field theory perturbation theory corresponds
to λ ≪ 1. On the AdS side of the correspondence, it is actually natural to take λ ≫ 1
instead. It is very instructive to establish the meaning of an expansion around λ large.
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taken, the only parameter left is λ. Quantum field theory perturbation theory corresponds
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Large ’t Hooft coupling

QFT is in STRONG coupling side - perturbation 
breaks down.
String theory side is simple : Small
                                                    Small 
                    —— Classical gravity/supergravity
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Conformal group in (3+1) dimensions is SO(4,2). Isometry group of 8/9: is also SO(4,2). 

 
(iii) Coupling constants and the dictionary : Both string theory (or gravity) and quantum field 

theory come with coupling constant. In field theory side the coupling constant is the ‘t 
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(strongly coupled field theory) D′ is very small. Classical gravity in AdS space (not full 
string theory). Massive states of string theory have masses inversely proportional to 
different powers of D′. Thus, in D′ → 0 limit all the massive states are infinitely heavy and 
decouple. Therefore, we are only left with classical supergravity (massless excitations). 

 
(iv) Field-Operator mapping (Witten 1997) :   Another important machinery in the AdS/CFT 

correspondence is the mapping between bulk fields and boundary operators. Witten 
proposed that the boundary values of supergravity fields acts as a source to the 
corresponding operator in the field theory side. To be more explicit, let us dene the string 
theory partition function as,  

	

QG = /RS	exp	[−9[RS]]
S

 

where RS′" are different string theory fields. Since AdS is a space with a boundary, we 
need to specify the boundary values for these fields to compute the partition function. Let 
us denote the boundary value of the field RS 	→ 	RSY. Therefore, the partition function is, 
in general a function of the boundary values RSY	of the fields QG[RSY]. On the other hand, 
CFT partition function is given by QZ[\[]SY], where ]S′" are source for CFT operators Ŝ. 
Witten conjectured that there is a one to one correspondence between boundary operators 
and bulk fields and boundary values of these bulk fields act as source for the corresponding 
boundary operators and two partition functions are same with RSY = ]S. Therefore, any 
CFT correlators can be computed in the string theory or bulk set up and then the final 
result can be mapped to CFT side, using the dictionary. For example, if we want to 
compute correlation function of boundary stress tensor _̀ a then the corresponding bulk 
field is metric *`a. We need to first calculate the bulk partition function (string 
theory/gravity partition function). Then following above conjecture we can find the n-
point correlation function of boundary operators by taking functional derivative of the 
bulk partition function with respect to the boundary values of the corresponding bulk 
fields. We shall use these in the context of shear viscosity computation. 
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(strongly coupled field theory) D′ is very small. Classical gravity in AdS space (not full 
string theory). Massive states of string theory have masses inversely proportional to 
different powers of D′. Thus, in D′ → 0 limit all the massive states are infinitely heavy and 
decouple. Therefore, we are only left with classical supergravity (massless excitations). 
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where RS′" are different string theory fields. Since AdS is a space with a boundary, we 
need to specify the boundary values for these fields to compute the partition function. Let 
us denote the boundary value of the field RS 	→ 	RSY. Therefore, the partition function is, 
in general a function of the boundary values RSY	of the fields QG[RSY]. On the other hand, 
CFT partition function is given by QZ[\[]SY], where ]S′" are source for CFT operators Ŝ. 
Witten conjectured that there is a one to one correspondence between boundary operators 
and bulk fields and boundary values of these bulk fields act as source for the corresponding 
boundary operators and two partition functions are same with RSY = ]S. Therefore, any 
CFT correlators can be computed in the string theory or bulk set up and then the final 
result can be mapped to CFT side, using the dictionary. For example, if we want to 
compute correlation function of boundary stress tensor _̀ a then the corresponding bulk 
field is metric *`a. We need to first calculate the bulk partition function (string 
theory/gravity partition function). Then following above conjecture we can find the n-
point correlation function of boundary operators by taking functional derivative of the 
bulk partition function with respect to the boundary values of the corresponding bulk 
fields. We shall use these in the context of shear viscosity computation. 
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string theory). Massive states of string theory have masses inversely proportional to 
different powers of D′. Thus, in D′ → 0 limit all the massive states are infinitely heavy and 
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bulk partition function with respect to the boundary values of the corresponding bulk 
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correspondence is the mapping between bulk fields and boundary operators. Witten 
proposed that the boundary values of supergravity fields acts as a source to the 
corresponding operator in the field theory side. To be more explicit, let us dene the string 
theory partition function as,  
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where RS′" are different string theory fields. Since AdS is a space with a boundary, we 
need to specify the boundary values for these fields to compute the partition function. Let 
us denote the boundary value of the field RS 	→ 	RSY. Therefore, the partition function is, 
in general a function of the boundary values RSY	of the fields QG[RSY]. On the other hand, 
CFT partition function is given by QZ[\[]SY], where ]S′" are source for CFT operators Ŝ. 
Witten conjectured that there is a one to one correspondence between boundary operators 
and bulk fields and boundary values of these bulk fields act as source for the corresponding 
boundary operators and two partition functions are same with RSY = ]S. Therefore, any 
CFT correlators can be computed in the string theory or bulk set up and then the final 
result can be mapped to CFT side, using the dictionary. For example, if we want to 
compute correlation function of boundary stress tensor _̀ a then the corresponding bulk 
field is metric *`a. We need to first calculate the bulk partition function (string 
theory/gravity partition function). Then following above conjecture we can find the n-
point correlation function of boundary operators by taking functional derivative of the 
bulk partition function with respect to the boundary values of the corresponding bulk 
fields. We shall use these in the context of shear viscosity computation. 
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result can be mapped to CFT side, using the dictionary. For example, if we want to 
compute correlation function of boundary stress tensor _̀ a then the corresponding bulk 
field is metric *`a. We need to first calculate the bulk partition function (string 
theory/gravity partition function). Then following above conjecture we can find the n-
point correlation function of boundary operators by taking functional derivative of the 
bulk partition function with respect to the boundary values of the corresponding bulk 
fields. We shall use these in the context of shear viscosity computation. 
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where RS′" are different string theory fields. Since AdS is a space with a boundary, we 
need to specify the boundary values for these fields to compute the partition function. Let 
us denote the boundary value of the field RS 	→ 	RSY. Therefore, the partition function is, 
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and bulk fields and boundary values of these bulk fields act as source for the corresponding 
boundary operators and two partition functions are same with RSY = ]S. Therefore, any 
CFT correlators can be computed in the string theory or bulk set up and then the final 
result can be mapped to CFT side, using the dictionary. For example, if we want to 
compute correlation function of boundary stress tensor _̀ a then the corresponding bulk 
field is metric *`a. We need to first calculate the bulk partition function (string 
theory/gravity partition function). Then following above conjecture we can find the n-
point correlation function of boundary operators by taking functional derivative of the 
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The  AdS/CFT correspondence
A little mathematical detail

The Field-Operator Mapping 
✦ Another important machinery in the AdS/CFT correspondence 

is the mapping between bulk fields and boundary operators.  
✦ String theory partition function  
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result can be mapped to CFT side, using the dictionary. For example, if we want to 
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theory/gravity partition function). Then following above conjecture we can find the n-
point correlation function of boundary operators by taking functional derivative of the 
bulk partition function with respect to the boundary values of the corresponding bulk 
fields. We shall use these in the context of shear viscosity computation. 
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(. When ? is very large 
(strongly coupled field theory) D′ is very small. Classical gravity in AdS space (not full 
string theory). Massive states of string theory have masses inversely proportional to 
different powers of D′. Thus, in D′ → 0 limit all the massive states are infinitely heavy and 
decouple. Therefore, we are only left with classical supergravity (massless excitations). 

 
(iv) Field-Operator mapping (Witten 1997) :   Another important machinery in the AdS/CFT 

correspondence is the mapping between bulk fields and boundary operators. Witten 
proposed that the boundary values of supergravity fields acts as a source to the 
corresponding operator in the field theory side. To be more explicit, let us dene the string 
theory partition function as,  
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where RS′" are different string theory fields. Since AdS is a space with a boundary, we 
need to specify the boundary values for these fields to compute the partition function. Let 
us denote the boundary value of the field RS 	→ 	RSY. Therefore, the partition function is, 
in general a function of the boundary values RSY	of the fields QG[RSY]. On the other hand, 
CFT partition function is given by QZ[\[]SY], where ]S′" are source for CFT operators Ŝ. 
Witten conjectured that there is a one to one correspondence between boundary operators 
and bulk fields and boundary values of these bulk fields act as source for the corresponding 
boundary operators and two partition functions are same with RSY = ]S. Therefore, any 
CFT correlators can be computed in the string theory or bulk set up and then the final 
result can be mapped to CFT side, using the dictionary. For example, if we want to 
compute correlation function of boundary stress tensor _̀ a then the corresponding bulk 
field is metric *`a. We need to first calculate the bulk partition function (string 
theory/gravity partition function). Then following above conjecture we can find the n-
point correlation function of boundary operators by taking functional derivative of the 
bulk partition function with respect to the boundary values of the corresponding bulk 
fields. We shall use these in the context of shear viscosity computation. 
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string theory). Massive states of string theory have masses inversely proportional to 
different powers of D′. Thus, in D′ → 0 limit all the massive states are infinitely heavy and 
decouple. Therefore, we are only left with classical supergravity (massless excitations). 
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correspondence is the mapping between bulk fields and boundary operators. Witten 
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corresponding operator in the field theory side. To be more explicit, let us dene the string 
theory partition function as,  
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where RS′" are different string theory fields. Since AdS is a space with a boundary, we 
need to specify the boundary values for these fields to compute the partition function. Let 
us denote the boundary value of the field RS 	→ 	RSY. Therefore, the partition function is, 
in general a function of the boundary values RSY	of the fields QG[RSY]. On the other hand, 
CFT partition function is given by QZ[\[]SY], where ]S′" are source for CFT operators Ŝ. 
Witten conjectured that there is a one to one correspondence between boundary operators 
and bulk fields and boundary values of these bulk fields act as source for the corresponding 
boundary operators and two partition functions are same with RSY = ]S. Therefore, any 
CFT correlators can be computed in the string theory or bulk set up and then the final 
result can be mapped to CFT side, using the dictionary. For example, if we want to 
compute correlation function of boundary stress tensor _̀ a then the corresponding bulk 
field is metric *`a. We need to first calculate the bulk partition function (string 
theory/gravity partition function). Then following above conjecture we can find the n-
point correlation function of boundary operators by taking functional derivative of the 
bulk partition function with respect to the boundary values of the corresponding bulk 
fields. We shall use these in the context of shear viscosity computation. 
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string theory). Massive states of string theory have masses inversely proportional to 
different powers of D′. Thus, in D′ → 0 limit all the massive states are infinitely heavy and 
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corresponding operator in the field theory side. To be more explicit, let us dene the string 
theory partition function as,  
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where RS′" are different string theory fields. Since AdS is a space with a boundary, we 
need to specify the boundary values for these fields to compute the partition function. Let 
us denote the boundary value of the field RS 	→ 	RSY. Therefore, the partition function is, 
in general a function of the boundary values RSY	of the fields QG[RSY]. On the other hand, 
CFT partition function is given by QZ[\[]SY], where ]S′" are source for CFT operators Ŝ. 
Witten conjectured that there is a one to one correspondence between boundary operators 
and bulk fields and boundary values of these bulk fields act as source for the corresponding 
boundary operators and two partition functions are same with RSY = ]S. Therefore, any 
CFT correlators can be computed in the string theory or bulk set up and then the final 
result can be mapped to CFT side, using the dictionary. For example, if we want to 
compute correlation function of boundary stress tensor _̀ a then the corresponding bulk 
field is metric *`a. We need to first calculate the bulk partition function (string 
theory/gravity partition function). Then following above conjecture we can find the n-
point correlation function of boundary operators by taking functional derivative of the 
bulk partition function with respect to the boundary values of the corresponding bulk 
fields. We shall use these in the context of shear viscosity computation. 

 

★ On the other hand, CFT partition function is given by 
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(strongly coupled field theory) D′ is very small. Classical gravity in AdS space (not full 
string theory). Massive states of string theory have masses inversely proportional to 
different powers of D′. Thus, in D′ → 0 limit all the massive states are infinitely heavy and 
decouple. Therefore, we are only left with classical supergravity (massless excitations). 

 
(iv) Field-Operator mapping (Witten 1997) :   Another important machinery in the AdS/CFT 

correspondence is the mapping between bulk fields and boundary operators. Witten 
proposed that the boundary values of supergravity fields acts as a source to the 
corresponding operator in the field theory side. To be more explicit, let us dene the string 
theory partition function as,  
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where RS′" are different string theory fields. Since AdS is a space with a boundary, we 
need to specify the boundary values for these fields to compute the partition function. Let 
us denote the boundary value of the field RS 	→ 	RSY. Therefore, the partition function is, 
in general a function of the boundary values RSY	of the fields QG[RSY]. On the other hand, 
CFT partition function is given by QZ[\[]SY], where ]S′" are source for CFT operators Ŝ. 
Witten conjectured that there is a one to one correspondence between boundary operators 
and bulk fields and boundary values of these bulk fields act as source for the corresponding 
boundary operators and two partition functions are same with RSY = ]S. Therefore, any 
CFT correlators can be computed in the string theory or bulk set up and then the final 
result can be mapped to CFT side, using the dictionary. For example, if we want to 
compute correlation function of boundary stress tensor _̀ a then the corresponding bulk 
field is metric *`a. We need to first calculate the bulk partition function (string 
theory/gravity partition function). Then following above conjecture we can find the n-
point correlation function of boundary operators by taking functional derivative of the 
bulk partition function with respect to the boundary values of the corresponding bulk 
fields. We shall use these in the context of shear viscosity computation. 
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boundary operators and two partition functions are same with RSY = ]S. Therefore, any 
CFT correlators can be computed in the string theory or bulk set up and then the final 
result can be mapped to CFT side, using the dictionary. For example, if we want to 
compute correlation function of boundary stress tensor _̀ a then the corresponding bulk 
field is metric *`a. We need to first calculate the bulk partition function (string 
theory/gravity partition function). Then following above conjecture we can find the n-
point correlation function of boundary operators by taking functional derivative of the 
bulk partition function with respect to the boundary values of the corresponding bulk 
fields. We shall use these in the context of shear viscosity computation. 
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compute correlation function of boundary stress tensor _̀ a then the corresponding bulk 
field is metric *`a. We need to first calculate the bulk partition function (string 
theory/gravity partition function). Then following above conjecture we can find the n-
point correlation function of boundary operators by taking functional derivative of the 
bulk partition function with respect to the boundary values of the corresponding bulk 
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A little mathematical detail
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result can be mapped to CFT side, using the dictionary. For example, if we want to 
compute correlation function of boundary stress tensor _̀ a then the corresponding bulk 
field is metric *`a. We need to first calculate the bulk partition function (string 
theory/gravity partition function). Then following above conjecture we can find the n-
point correlation function of boundary operators by taking functional derivative of the 
bulk partition function with respect to the boundary values of the corresponding bulk 
fields. We shall use these in the context of shear viscosity computation. 
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compute correlation function of boundary stress tensor _̀ a then the corresponding bulk 
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theory/gravity partition function). Then following above conjecture we can find the n-
point correlation function of boundary operators by taking functional derivative of the 
bulk partition function with respect to the boundary values of the corresponding bulk 
fields. We shall use these in the context of shear viscosity computation. 
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where RS′" are different string theory fields. Since AdS is a space with a boundary, we 
need to specify the boundary values for these fields to compute the partition function. Let 
us denote the boundary value of the field RS 	→ 	RSY. Therefore, the partition function is, 
in general a function of the boundary values RSY	of the fields QG[RSY]. On the other hand, 
CFT partition function is given by QZ[\[]SY], where ]S′" are source for CFT operators Ŝ. 
Witten conjectured that there is a one to one correspondence between boundary operators 
and bulk fields and boundary values of these bulk fields act as source for the corresponding 
boundary operators and two partition functions are same with RSY = ]S. Therefore, any 
CFT correlators can be computed in the string theory or bulk set up and then the final 
result can be mapped to CFT side, using the dictionary. For example, if we want to 
compute correlation function of boundary stress tensor _̀ a then the corresponding bulk 
field is metric *`a. We need to first calculate the bulk partition function (string 
theory/gravity partition function). Then following above conjecture we can find the n-
point correlation function of boundary operators by taking functional derivative of the 
bulk partition function with respect to the boundary values of the corresponding bulk 
fields. We shall use these in the context of shear viscosity computation. 
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string theory). Massive states of string theory have masses inversely proportional to 
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us denote the boundary value of the field RS 	→ 	RSY. Therefore, the partition function is, 
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Witten conjectured that there is a one to one correspondence between boundary operators 
and bulk fields and boundary values of these bulk fields act as source for the corresponding 
boundary operators and two partition functions are same with RSY = ]S. Therefore, any 
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result can be mapped to CFT side, using the dictionary. For example, if we want to 
compute correlation function of boundary stress tensor _̀ a then the corresponding bulk 
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theory/gravity partition function). Then following above conjecture we can find the n-
point correlation function of boundary operators by taking functional derivative of the 
bulk partition function with respect to the boundary values of the corresponding bulk 
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(v) Finite temperature version : In the finite temperature version the bulk AdS space is 
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1c is horizon radius and the black hole has temperature _ = de
I	-.. This temperature is 

identified with the temperature of the temperature of the boundary theory. 
 

(vi) Thermodynamics (free energy, entropy) and different magnetic properties of strongly 
coupled field theory can be computed from black hole thermodynamics and magnetic 
properties. 
 

(vii) If the boundary has a global U(1) symmetry/current the corresponding bulk theory will 
have U(1) gauge field : Einstein-Reissner-Nordstrom black hole. Boundary value of the 
bulk gauge field 8` acts as a source to U(1) operator. 

 
 
Hydrodynamics :  
 
Hydrodynamics is an effective theory, describing the dynamics of some field theory at large distances 
and time-scales. A fluid system is considered to be a continuous medium. When we talk about a small 
volume element (or "fluid particle") in fluid it has to be remembered that the small volume element 
consists of a large number of molecules (specially the size of the fluid particle is much much greater 
than the mean free path of the system). The equations of hydrodynamics assume that the fluid is in 
local thermodynamic equilibrium at each point in space and time, even though different 
thermodynamic quantities like fluid velocity, energy, pressure, fluid density etc. may vary. Fluid 
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At any space time point the fluid is characterized by d+1 variables (in d dimensions): local velocities 
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variables. 
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where g is energy density and h is pressure. One can define an entropy current for the ideal fluid 9̀ =
"	i` and it is easy to check that k̀ 9` = 0 for ideal fluid. No dissipation and hence entropy production. 
 
1st order : Dissipative system –  

_̀ a = g + h i`ia + h	j`a − 2	m̀ a	
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have U(1) gauge field : Einstein-Reissner-Nordstrom black hole. Boundary value of the 
bulk gauge field 8` acts as a source to U(1) operator. 

 
 
Hydrodynamics :  
 
Hydrodynamics is an effective theory, describing the dynamics of some field theory at large distances 
and time-scales. A fluid system is considered to be a continuous medium. When we talk about a small 
volume element (or "fluid particle") in fluid it has to be remembered that the small volume element 
consists of a large number of molecules (specially the size of the fluid particle is much much greater 
than the mean free path of the system). The equations of hydrodynamics assume that the fluid is in 
local thermodynamic equilibrium at each point in space and time, even though different 
thermodynamic quantities like fluid velocity, energy, pressure, fluid density etc. may vary. Fluid 
mechanics applies only when the length scales of variation of thermodynamic variables are large 
compared to equilibration length scale of the fluid, namely mean free path. Hydrodynamic description 
does not follow from the action principle rather it is normally formulated in the language of equations 
of motion. The reason for this is the presence of dissipation in thermal media. Due to internal friction 
called viscosity, a dissipative fluid loses its energy over time as it propagates. The fluid without any 
viscous drag is called ideal fluid. In the simplest case, the hydrodynamic equations are just the laws 
of conservation of energy and momentum (we are considering the fluid without any global charge or 
current), 

∇`	_`a = 0. 
 
At any space time point the fluid is characterized by d+1 variables (in d dimensions): local velocities 
(of fluid particles) and local temperature. Velocities are normalised. Hence we have total d+1 
variables. 
 
In hydrodynamics we express T in terms of T(x) and u(x). Following the standard procedure of 
effective field theories, we expand energy momentum tensor in powers of derivatives. As we have 
already explained local thermodynamic quantities (velocity and temperature) vary very slowly over 
space-time therefore their derivatives are very small. At the zeroth order, energy-momentum tensor 
is given by the familiar formula for ideal fluids, 

_̀ a = g + h i`ia + h	j`a 
where g is energy density and h is pressure. One can define an entropy current for the ideal fluid 9̀ =
"	i` and it is easy to check that k̀ 9` = 0 for ideal fluid. No dissipation and hence entropy production. 
 
1st order : Dissipative system –  

_̀ a = g + h i`ia + h	j`a − 2	m̀ a	
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	k. i	j`a) + n	k. i	j`a	 

j and n are transport coefficients. Divergence of entropy current : k̀ 9` = j	m( + n k. i ( > 0. This 
implies j > 0, n > 0. 
 
2nd order fluid : 1st order relativistic hydrodynamics violates causality. Adding second order term is 
essential. 
 
U(1) charged fluid :  Apart from energy-momentum conservation charged fluid is equipped with 
another constitutive equation  

∇`	]
` = 0. 

The fluid has one extra thermodynamic variable q. 
]` = r	i` + s	k`

t

\
 , u is chemical potential. 

 
Holographic method to compute shear viscosity :  
 
Kubo formula : The Kubo formula relates transport coefficients of plasma with their thermal 
correlators. Let us consider the response of the fluid to small metric fluctuation ℎwx(3, 6). The 
expression for energy momentum tensor in fluid’s rest frame is given by 
 

_wx ∼ h	ℎwx + 	j
k	ℎwx
k3

 

At the level of linear response theory the one-point function of  _wx	is linear in ℎwx and when  
expressed in Fourier space the proportionality constant is simply the thermal retarded correlator 
zwx,wx
{  (Green’s function),  

< _wx >	∼ zwx,wx
{ 	ℎwx 

Therefore writing the expression of equation in momentum space we get,��

zwx,wx
{ ∼ h − }	~	j + � ~( ,					j = 	− lim

É→Ñ

ÖÜ	zwx,wx
{ 	

~
 

 
Hence, to compute shear viscosity coefficient we need to find the real time retarded Green’s function 
of EM tensor. Now, the usual prescription of AdS/CFT to compute boundary corre- lator is Euclidean. 
In principle, some real time Green’s function can be obtained by analytic continuation of the 
corresponding Euclidean ones. However, in many cases it is actually very difficult to get. In particular 
the low frequency low momentum limit Green’s function (which is interesting for hydrodynamics) is 
difficult to obtain from analytic continuation of Euclidean one. The difficulty here is, we need to 
analytically continue from a discrete set of points in Euclidean frequencies (the Matsubra frequencies) 
ω	 = 	2	πi	n (n integer) to real values of ω. The smallest value of the Matsubra frequency is quite 
large. Hence to get information in small ω limit that we are interested in, is quite difficult. Son and 
Starinets have done a detailed analysis of this difficulty and have given a prescription to compute the 
real time correlator. This is a well-defined holographic method to compute thermal correlators of 
boundary theory and capture the values of different transport coefficients (for example shear viscosity 
in first order hydrodynamics). However we will follow a different path to compute boundary thermal 
correlator. Next, we try to elaborate on this new technique to compute transport coefficients 
holographically.  
 
Important steps: 

a) Shear viscosity is related two point correlation function of energy-momentum tensor _wx. The 
corresponding bulk field is ℎwx. We turn on a small fluctuation in the bulk metric  

*wx = *wx
Ñ 1 + ä ,			ℎwx = *wx

Ñ ä. 
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numerical constant. Another important hint to establish the bound comes from the 
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Holographic Hydrodynamics

The hologramhic setup
★ Shear viscosity is related two point correlation function 

of energy-momentum tensor. Corresponding bulk field is 
metric. We turn on a small fluctuation in the bulk metric
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1

2
	k. i	j`a) + n	k. i	j`a	 

j and n are transport coefficients. Divergence of entropy current : k̀ 9` = j	m( + n k. i ( > 0. This 
implies j > 0, n > 0. 
 
2nd order fluid : 1st order relativistic hydrodynamics violates causality. Adding second order term is 
essential. 
 
U(1) charged fluid :  Apart from energy-momentum conservation charged fluid is equipped with 
another constitutive equation  
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Summary

★We discussed very basics of the AdS/CFT correspondence.
★ It gives an analytical handle to deal with strongly coupled quantum field theories with scale invariance.
★We discussed how to compute transport coefficients in AdS/CFT setup.
★ Some results obtained by string theorists have resemblance with QCD.
★We do not know exact gravity dual of QCD.
★AdS/CFT serves as a toy model, where QCD can be approximated as a CFT in some high energy regime.
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